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was introduced with the critical direction theory (CDT). According to the theory,

on the Nyquist plane at any given frequency, only the uncertain plants located along

a specified direction, namely the critical direction, are of relevance to the stability

analysis; all other uncertain plants that do not lie in the critical direction can be

ignored when dealing with stability analysis. This dissertation extended the theory

to systems with highly structured uncertainties, and explored the CDT’s advantages

over other approaches.
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Firstly, robust stability analysis was addressed in this dissertation for systems

with real-valued uncertainties. For SISO systems with affine real-valued uncertain-

ties, we transformed the problem into a linear feasibility (LF) problem, together with

an algorithm for calculating the parametric stability margin that was defined as the

maximum scaling value of the uncertainties in maintaining the robust stability of

the system. This algorithm used a bisection algorithm to achieve computational ef-

ficiency. Then we developed a linear programming (LP) and an iterative algorithm

based on CDT for the same problem. All the three algorithms produced the same

results for the examples simulated in this dissertation. Finally we related the para-

metric stability margin with the real fi results reported recently in the literature,

and found consistency in using the critical direction theory and // analysis. Our

research on robust analysis provided an alternative real-/z analysis with clear geomet-

rical explanation. Furthermore, our research on robust analysis establishes a sound

foundation for robust synthesis research reported as follows.

Then, we addressed robust controller synthesis for systems with highly struc-

tured uncertainties. We constructed a systematic controller synthesis methodology,

combining the essence of CDT and H<*, design. An important attempt reported in

the literature on robust controller design for systems with structured uncertainties

was to rearrange the controller synthesis problem into the mixed-sensitivity synthesis

framework, and then to use H0

0

synthesis tools. The family of the uncertain plants

was represented by one that overbounded all the uncertain systems. We explored

the mechanism leading to conservatism of this overbounding operation, and then ex-

amined a static weighting based on the critical direction approach using a scalar to

represent the uncertain systems for all frequencies. By applying this static weighting

function, we dramatically reduced the conservatism incurred from the previous ap-

proach, and obtained stability margins that were 50% larger than those resulted from

the previous approach. Finally, we developed two dynamic weighting approaches and

xv



obtained controllers that could accommodate even larger level of uncertainties than

those obtained using the static weighting approach.

Our study shows that the critical direction theory is effective and promising for

nonconservative stability analysis and controller synthesis for systems with highly

structured uncertainties.

The critical direction theory provides necessary and sufficient condition for robust

stability. However to address robust stability and robust sensitivity at the same

time, one important entity was defined in this dissertation, together with analytical

approach in calculating that parameter. Some ongoing research topics were mentioned

at the end of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Systems and control has always played an indispensable role in electrical, me-

chanical, aerospace, chemical and other engineering design and industrial implemen-

tation. For the past century, control engineering has gone through significant develop-

ment from classical control [13] [33] [56] (1920-1950), to modern control [38] [39] [55]

(1960-1980), then to robust control [18] [64] [72] (1980 to present). Given a plant,

the first question one may ask is whether the plant is stable. When using the term

stability, generally, one means internal system stability
(
e.g ., no blowout of circuit

components), and/or externally bounded input bounded output stability (e.g., no loss

of a prespecified trajectory) [37]. If the plant is stable, one may further ask whether

any uncertainty is allowed inside the plant, and what is the maximum level of un-

certainties that could be tolerated. If the plant is unstable, it may be necessary to

design a controller (a kind of compensator and regulator) to stabilize the original

plant while satisfying some predetermined specifications. Real life always carries un-

certainties, such as manufactural imperfection, measurement noise, system modelling

errors introduced by linearization and system identification, environment fluctuation,

and physical aging and wearing, to name just a few.

To cope with system uncertainties, classical control defined gain margin and

phase margin, which were measured separately. Unfortunately, uncertainties in real

life usually involve variations of gain and phase simultaneously. A preclaimed infin-

ity gain margin may easily be destroyed if there is a tiny change of the phase [6].

Modern control originated from and finds satisfying application in space and aircraft

engineering. Nevertheless, only limited uncertainties are allowed in modern control

1
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due to the requirements of precise state-space system representation and strict defini-

tion of cost functions. Robust control aims to achieve robustness and maintain system

performance despite uncertainties. Unstructured uncertainties represented by disks,

are well addressed by p analysis and control. However, structured uncertain-

ties (e.g., real-valued and phase-limited uncertainties) more closely resemble real-life

uncertainties. An electrical board is an example of real-valued uncertainties with

the expected variation of resistance values or capacitance values. This dissertation

focuses on systems with highly structured uncertainties.

With an aim at analyzing robustness stability in an exact manner, the criti-

cal direction theory (CDT) was developed recently based on the Nyquist stability

criterion [51]. Having functioned as the foundation of classical control, the Nyquist

stability criterion deals with a fixed single-input-single-output (SISO) plant g0 {s) by

plotting the complex values of go{ju)) in the complex plane. The plot is called the

Nyquist plot. The unity-negative-feedback-loop system is stable if and only if the

number of counter-clockwise encirclements of the critical point in the Nyquist plot is

equal to the number of open-loop system unstable poles. Now as uncertainties (say e)

enter the plant, we have a family of plants (say g(s,e)) surrounding the nominal plant

go{s). Imagining that all of the uncertain plants are plotted, we obtain tube-like areas

composed of many curves surrounding the original plot in the complex plane. Then

assuming that the number of open-loop unstable poles is the same for the family of

plants g(s,e), it can be concluded that the whole family is stable if and only if the

critical point is outside these tube-like areas. This is the critical point exclusion prin-

ciple. To check system robustness stability, therefore, one must check whether the

critical point is inside the plot of the plant family at each frequency. This can be done

by checking the uncertain plants along only the critical direction, which is defined as

the direction from the nominal point g0 (s) to the critical point. This brought about

the basic idea of critical direction theory.
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This dissertation extends the advantages of the critical direction theory to sys-

tems with more general structured uncertainties, and most importantly, develops

methodologies of applying the theory for designing robust controllers in conjunction

with Z/qo tools.

We can roughly divide the dissertation into two parts: robust analysis and ro-

bust synthesis. Chapters 2 through 3 discuss robust analysis. Chapter 2 introduces

the Nyquist stability criterion, gives insight into the critical direction theory, and

describes the calculation of the critical perturbation radius based on the plot of value

sets. A new definition of the perturbation radius is also presented for considering the

tradeoff between system stability and sensitivity.

For SISO systems with affine real-parametric uncertainties, chapter 3 transforms

the problem of finding the uncertainty stability margin into a linear feasibility (LF)

problem, and presents a novel approach for solving from real-/i. The approach recovers

previous results with real-p analysis. A comprehensive example shows that all these

approaches are equivalent in solving the specified affine problem. The results in this

chapter demonstrates that the stability radii approach we proposed may be promising

for solving more general real-p problems with more general structured uncertainties.

In terms of computational complexity, the proposed algorithm for calculating the

parametric stability margin (PSM), powered by a bisection algorithm, shows great

advantage over that based on an additively searching process. A similar computation

advantage is obtained with the parametric robust stability margin (PRSM) algorithm

to find out the smallest stability margin and the corresponding worst-case frequency

point. This research provides not only a new real-/r analysis method, but also a solid

foundation for controller synthesis in the second part of the research.

Chapters 4 through 6 focus on designing robust controllers that can stabilize as

large an uncertainty as possible. Controller synthesis for systems with unstructured
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uncertainties was well developed using H tools; however, a similar problem for sys-

tems with parametric uncertainties has developed relatively slowly. A very important

attempt in literature was to rearrange the problem into the mixed-sensitivity synthe-

sis framework, and then to use well-developed H

^

synthesis tools where uncertain

plants were represented by a scalar that measured the maximum radius of the plants

deviated from the nominal point. In Chapter 4, we apply the critical direction theory

to analyze the conservatism of the previous overbounding behavior in representing the

whole family, thoroughly develop the parametric robust control methodology, and find

out the exact weighting function that is defined as the effective critical perturbation

radius.

Chapter 5 focuses on parametric robust control using a static weighting approach

where the uncertain plants for all frequencies are represented by a scalar, namely the

radius of a disk. We prove that there is only one kind of optimal controllers for static

weighting even though the coefficients of the controllers may not be same for different

design resolutions. Nevertheless, a much larger level of stabilizable uncertainties can

be found using the new interpretation of the static weight, namely, the exact static

weight associated with the critical direction theory. Finally, the relationship of all-

solution controllers that satisfied the H

^

design criterion are discussed.

Chapter 6 makes an effort to find an even larger stabilizable uncertainty mar-

gin by designing a robust controller using dynamic weighting approaches, where the

difference of the families of plants at different frequencies are taken into account.

First we differentiate the overbounding function for each frequency and construct a

sub-robust controller synthesis algorithm enhanced by the bisection algorithm. Then

we establish another dynamic weighting approach, where only the necessary and suf-

ficient uncertain plants at each frequency are considered in solving for the maximum

stabilizable margin and a robust controller with the most powerful stabilizing capac-

ity.
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Finally some future research directions are discussed in Chapter 7 to continue

our exciting and promising research work.



CHAPTER 2

CRITICAL DIRECTION THEORY

2.1 Critical Direction Theory

It is important to differentiate notations of uncertain systems p(s) and g(s), and

notations of nominal systems p0 (s) and g0 (s) in the sequel. As shown in Figure 2.1

and Figure 2.2. there exists a relationship: g(s) = c(s)p(s), which indicates that

a controller c(s) is included in g(s), similarly, g0 (s) = c(s)p0 (s). When discussing

stability analysis (chapters 2-3), we always refer to Figure 2.2, even with a unity

controller. All four notations are used in chapters 4-6 when we talk about controller

synthesis.

Classical control primarily considers certain systems: for example, the nominal

system go(s). Given a fixed system, the Nyquist stability criterion states that the

system is closed-loop stable if and only if the map of the Nyquist contour of the

open-loop system encircles the critical point (— 1 + jO) in the anticlockwise direction

a number of times equal to the number of unstable poles of the open-loop system. If

the system is stable under unity-negative-feedback, then the critical point should be

outside of the Nyquist contour of the open-loop system.

The similar argument can be extended from the nominal system g0 (s) to a family

of uncertain systems g(s) = go(s) + 6
g (s), where uncertain part 5

g
(s) is bounded by

A(s) . If we assume that g(s) and go(s) have the same number of open-loop unstable

poles, then the whole family of uncertain systems under unity-negative-feedback is

robustly stable if and only if the critical point — 1 + jO is not in the value set of

g(s) for all frequencies. This is generally called the critical point exclusion principle.

6
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Latchman and Crisalle [49] proposed the critical direction theory (CDT) to elegantly

measure this necessary and sufficient robust stability condition.

It is generally assumed that the nominal system go(s) is closed-loop stable under

unity-negative-feedback, since for a nominally closed-loop unstable system p0 (s) that

is stabilizable, a stabilizing controller can be easily found by using classical controller

synthesis approaches and cascaded with p0 (s) to form g0 (s). Similar to other stability

analysis approaches based on the Nyquist stability criterion, the critical direction

theory assumes that g(s) and g0 (s) share the same number of open-loop unstable

poles. The solid curve in Figure 2.3 represents the nominal system g0 (jui) at the pre-

specified frequency range; the shaded area represents the uncertainty family g(juji)

for a specific frequency point of that range. The critical direction theory uses the

values shown in Figure 2.3

p(s)

Figure 2.1: Negative feedback loop of the uncertain system p(s
)
with a controller

c(s).

1. Critical line is the directed line that originates at the nominal point go(ju) and

passes through the Critical Point —1 + jO.

2. Critical direction

1 + 9o(jw)

l +9o(ju)\
= edc (Ju) := JSdc (u)

(
2 . 1 )
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gO)

r
*<£>-

u -4

y

Figure 2.2: Stability analysis for a uncertain system g(s) under unity negative feed-

back.

where ej6d^ is the angle of the critical direction. The critical direction may

be interpreted as the unit vector that defines the direction of the critical line.

3. Value set (also called the Image-Set in the literature)

V(u) {9{ju)
|

g(juj) = gQ (ju) + 6g(jtd),6g(s) G A(s)} (2.2)

4. Critical value set

Vc (ui) := {9c(ju)
| 9cUu ) = So ljw)+&c(jv) = 9o(ju)+adc(ju), for some a E F(, }

(2.3)

5. Critical Perturbation Radius (CPR)

pc (ui) := max {a
\ gc (ju) = g0 {ju)) + adc(ju ) G Vc (u>)} (2.4)

a&R+

6. The Nyquist stability margin

kN — Pc(w)

l+9o(ju)\ OO

(2.5)

Note that at every frequency u, the critical direction dc (ju) may be interpreted

as a unit vector with its origin at go(jui) and pointing towards the point —1 + jO.
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Figure 2.3: Critical direction and critical perturbation radius

The expression 6c (ju>) = adc (ju) represents the set of perturbations with frequency

response lying along a straight-line segment that joins the points gQ (jui) and —1 + jO.

The critical perturbation radius (CPR) is defined as the distance from go(ju) to the

intersection of the boundary of the critical value set with the straight-line segment

that joins the points go (jcu) and —1 + j 0. The necessary and sufficient stability

condition of the CPR is given in Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.1 [49] Consider the uncertain system g(s) given in Figure (2.2) that is

stable under unity feedback, and assume that g(s
)
and go{s) have the same number

of open-loop unstable poles. Then, assuming that the critical template is convex, the

uncertain system is stable under unity feedback if and only if kpf < 1.

Proof: The proof is given in [49].
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2.2 Calculating Critical Perturbation Radius

The substantial step in CDT is to calculate the CPR. For the case that there is

only one intersection between the boundary of the value set of g(s) with the critical

direction, [66] presents the following heuristic procedure for calculating the CPR.

Algorithm for Calculating CPR

Step 1 Generate a fine grid of frequency points [uq, u;2 ,
. .

.

,

ujk, ,
ujn \

and set k = 1.

Step 2 Set u = uq. End if k > n.

Step 3 Calculate go(jui) = x0 + jy0 and d(ju>).

Step 4 Find the complex point x* + jy*, x* ,y* € R
,
on the Nyquist plane where the

line go(juj) + ad(jui),a € R+ ,
intersects with the value set boundary dV(co).

Step 5 Set pc (a>) = |(x* + jy*) — (
x0 + jyo )

|- Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 2.

End of algorithm.

For general non-convex value sets, there is no rigorous algorithm for searching

for the intersections at present. One possible way is to partition each of the edges

into small enough segments, each is assumed to have only one intersection with the

critical direction. Then, the furthest intersection measured from go(jui) is taken as

the effective point in calculation of the CPR. Even though it is less rigorous, this

sub-division method is extensively used in studying systems subject to parametric

uncertainties [12] [59].

2.2.1 Value Set

The calculation of CPR is based on the description of the value set boundary.

The CPR’s dependence upon the value set suggests that the results in this dissertation

may be extended to general uncertain systems having multilinear, multiaffine and/or

nonlinear perturbations. However, for simplicity and tractability, the major part of

this dissertation is based on affine uncertain systems that have the following system

transfer function:
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r \ _ <hNi(s ) + 92 2̂ (
5
) + • • • + qmNm (s)

9[ ,qj
q.D^s) + q2D2 (s) + . . . + qmDm (s) ^

'

where Ni(s) and D,(s) are fixed polynomials, and q = (qx , q2 , . .
.

,

qm ) € Q is a vector

of independent uncertainties.

Note that the affine uncertain system (2.6) can be equivalently expressed as

9{s, q) =
s
n

<xn + s
n

^dn~ 1 + . .

.

do
(2.7)

snbn + sn—1 6n_i + ... + b0

where a* and 6, are fixed linear combinations of the independent uncertainties q.

Lemma 2.1 A cascaded system of an affine system with a structure-fixed controller

is still an affine system.

Proof: As described in
( 2.6), an affine uncertain system can be expressed as

9{s, q) =
QiNi(s) + q2N2 (s) + . . . + qmNm (s)

QiDi(s) + q2D2 (s ) + . . . + qmDm (s
)

where all qx are independent uncertainties.

By definition, a structure-fixed controller may be expressed as

(
2 . 8

)

c(s) =
o(s)

where a(s) and b(s) are constant coefficient polynomials of s.

Then, the cascaded system is

(2.9)

h(s, q) = c(s)0 (s,q)

g x a(s) Ni(s) + q2 a(s) N2 (s) + + qm a(s) • Nm (s)

q\ Ks
)

• Di(s ) + q2 b(s) • D2 (s) + .

.

. + qm b(s
)
Dm (s)

gi A’i(s) + q2N2 (s) + -I- qmNm (s
)

QiD[(s) + q2D'2 (s ) + . . . + qmD'm (s)
(
2 . 10

)
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In comparison with (2.8), the cascaded system h(s) is also an affine uncertain

system.

The value sets of those affine uncertain systems are well-defined by the following

mapping process from the edges of the parametric space Q to the boundary of the

system space g(ju>).

Lemma 2.2 (Affine Mapping Theorem) : Given a systems transfer function g(jw)

and a closed affine interval perturbation defined as Q G Rm
,
the value set will be

g(ju>, q) for every q G dQ where dQ represents the edge of Q (hypercube of three

dimensional perturbation) . Then the boundary of the value set dg(jui, Q )
is composed

by g(jtu,dQ) such that

dg(ju, Q) C g(ju, dQ) (2.11)

Proof: Refer to [12] for proof and related preliminary information.

For affine uncertain systems, Fu [23] shows that the edges of value set of g(jui)

are either circular arcs or straight-line segments. Accordingly, the intersections can

be found analytically as explained in [5] and [66].

Example 2.1 Given a plant,

g(s, q)
= c(s)p(s, q), (

2 . 12
)

c(s) = (0.3s + 1), (2.13)

/ \
s
2 + (4 + 0.4g! + 0.2g2 )s + (20 + gi - q3 )

s'* + (9.5 + 0.5<?i — 0.5^2 T 0.5§3)s 3 + (27 + 2q\ + qf)^ + (22.5 — qi + qf)s 0.1

(2.14)

where {<71 ,(72 , 93 } € Q are uncertainties, and satisfy — 3 < < 3,i = 1,2,3.

The value set of g(ju>, q) at 00 = 0.7 is plotted in Figure 2.4 where one can see

the twelve segments mapped from the twelve edges from the parametric set Q.
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-1
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-1

Figure 2.4: The value set of g(ju>, q) at w = 0.7 for Example 2.1. The circle point

inside the value set is the nominal point go{ju)-, the diamond point is the critical

point —1 + jO; the critical line is also shown.

For more general cases such as multilinear perturbation and nonlinear pertur-

bation, Theorem 2.2 needs to be revised to include some additional interior one-

dimensional manifold subset of Q in addition to dQ. The interior one-dimensional

manifold, which contributes to the boundary of the value set, can be identified using

methods such as in [12] [24] [46]. Examples of multilinear interval systems are as

follows [25] [12]:

-1 -0.5

Real

800(1 + 0.1gi)(s + 2)
Sl S’^ s(s + 4 + 0.2g2 )(s + 6 + 0.3g3 )(s + 10)

’

(2.15)
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02 (s,a,b) =
(5 + 2)(s

2 + 5 + l)( 6 . 6s
3 + 13.5s

2 + 15.5g + 20.4)

(s + l)(s3 + a2 s
2 + 4s + a0 )(s

3 + 62 s
2 + 3.5s + 2.4)

Obviously, neither of them can be put into the affine parametric uncertain system

form (2.6) introduced in Chapter 2. For multilinear perturbation and nonlinear per-

turbation, the following general mapping theory should be referred to include some

additional interior one-dimensional manifold subset of Q in addition to the boundary

of the uncertain space dQ.

Theorem 2.2 (General Mapping Theorem) -.Given a systems transfer function

g(jco) and a closed general interval perturbation defined as Q E Rm ,the value set

will be g(ju,q) for every q £ Q. There exists Tc ,
a subset of Q, which is a set of

one-dimensional manifolds that includes all the candidates that may contribute to the

boundary of the value set dg(ju>, Q )
such that

The interior one-dimensional manifold, which contributes to the boundary of the

value set, needs to be identified by referring to [24] and [46].

with the assumptions that

• Uncertainties q and r are independent;

• n(s, q) and d(s, r) are coprime over the whole uncertainty spaces n x A, where

q G II, r E A;

• d(s, r) 7^ 0 for all r G A and each cu > 0.

The extremal set ^(s) is defined as

Sg(ju, Q ) c g(ju, T0 ) (2.17)

A special kind of multilinear uncertain system g(s) = is considered in [12]

(2.18)
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where n#(s), AE (s) and n^s), AE {s) denote the corresponding manifolds and ver-

tices in II and A, respectively.

The boundary of the value set is described by Theorem 2.3 based on the gener-

alized Kharitonov polynomials.

Theorem 2.3 (page 475, [12])

dg{ju) C gE (jca), Vuj € [0, oo) (2.19)

where

9e{s)
fnjM) .. (

nE {s) \

\dE (s)J \dK (s)J
’ (

2 . 20
)

and where the extremal polynomial manifolds nE (s) and dE (s) and the vertex sets

nK (s
)
and dK (s

)
are defined as

nE {s) = {n{s,q)
|

qeUE }, nK (s) = {n(s, q) \
q G 11#}

dE {s) = {d(s, r)
|

re AE }, dK (s) = {d(s, r)
|

reAx },

Proof: Refer to [12] for proof.

These theorems suggest some methods to describe the value set of a multilinear

uncertain system. A rule of thumb can be used to check the validity of these theorems

since a value set at a specified frequency u can be roughly provided by plotting all

points g(ju) for all possible combinations of uncertainty values, i.e., sweeping over

the uncertainty space.

2.2.2 Defining CPR for Nonconvex Value Sets

The CPR definition (2.4) assumes that the critical value set, not necessarily the

whole value set, is a convex set as shown in Figure 2.3. For general convex value sets,

however, such a definition may incur conservatism as shown in Figure 2.5.

To cope with general cases, Baab et al. introduce another definition for the

(
2 ,21

)

CPR [3]:
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Figure 2.5: The CPR (shown as p(u;)) defined in (2.22) for a nonconvex value set is

less conservative than that (shown as r) defined in (2.4) for a convex value set.

Pc{u) =
|l + 0o(jw)| - min{\a

|
f(w) = -1 + adc (juj) <E d Vc (oo)} if - 1 £ Ve(u)a£R

|1 + go{ju)\ + min{a
|

£(w) = — 1 + ccdc {ju>) G d K(^)} otherwise

(
2 . 22

)

where a is a nonnegative scalar, dVc (co) represents the boundary of the critical value

set Vc (u), and finally, £(u;) is the closet distance from the critical point —1 + jO to

the boundary of the critical value set.

Accordingly, this definition of the CPR is utilized to extend Theorem 2.1 for

general non-convex value sets.
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Theorem 2.4 Consider the uncertain system g(s) given in Figure (2.2) that is stable

under unity feedback, and assume that g(s) and go(s) have the same number of open-

loop unstable poles. The uncertain system is stable under unity feedback if and only

if

1 + 9o(ju)\ 00

< 1

where pc {aj) is given by (2.22).

Proof: The proof is given in [5].

(2.23)

2.2.3 Defining a New Perturbation Radius

So far two CPR definitions have been introduced, one for a convex critical value

set, the other for nonconvex cases. Even though the later can represent the necessary

and sufficient condition for robust stability, it can not tell the system sensitivity. In

other words, both the definitions only check the uncertain plants along the critical

direction, hence can not tell exactly when and how the family of the plants are

approaching instability. We use Figures 2.6 and 2.7 to illustrate the situation.

We use the same plant equation g(s
, q) in Example 2.1, but scale the uncertainties

qi with a scalar a, i.e., —3ct < qi < 3a, i = 1,2,3. It turns out that the worst

case frequency point is u — 4.7294, where one obtains the smallest scaling factor

a = 1.8660 for that the system is unstable. This smallest value is defined as the

parametric stability margin in the following two chapters. The value set of the system

g(s, aq) at the marginally stable conditions a = 1.8660, and u> = 4.7294 is plotted in

Figure 2.6. However, the case for a small variation of the scaling factor a is plotted in

Figure 2.7 where a = 1.8600, u = 4.7294. Following either of the CPR definitions, the

CPR is small and the Nyquist stability margin k

^

is far less than unity. Accordingly,

one may predict that the real parametric stability margin is much larger than 1.8600,

which contradicts the parametric stability margin a = 1.8660.
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Real

Figure 2.6: The value set at the marginally stable condition: a — 1.8660, and co =
4.7294.

In recognizing this, we provide a more meaningful definition called a perturbation

radius (PR):

i
\l + go(ju)\ - min{a

|

((w) = -1 + aeje £ d V(u)y0} if-l^F(u;)
Pr((*>) = <

^
1

|1 + 9o{ju)\ + rnin{a
\ £(oj )

= — 1 + aeJ0 G d V(u>), V0} otherwise
V.

(2.24)

where a is a nonnegative scalar, where dV (u>) represents the boundary of the value

set V(lj), and finally, where C(w) is the closet distance from the critical point -1 +j0

to the boundary of the value set.

Different from the previous two CPR definitions in (2.4) and (2.22) that are asso-

ciated with the critical value sets, the definition of PR in (2.24) checks the evolution
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-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2

Real

Figure 2.7: The value set at a = 1.8600, and to = 4.7294.

of a whole value set around the critical point -1 + jO at each frequency, and reflects

the shortest distance to the critical point among all the boundary points of the vale

set. The computation algorithm and application of the definition can be found in [2],

Nevertheless, the newly defined perturbation margin still stipulates the necessary

and sufficient condition for system stability as in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5 Consider the uncertain system g(s) given in Figure (2.2) that is stable

under unity feedback, and assume that g(s) and go{s) have the same number of open-

loop unstable poles. The uncertain system is stable under unity feedback if and only

if

Pr(u)

1 +9o(Ju )\

< 1 Vo (2.25)
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where p(cu) is given by (2.21).

Proof: The proof can be found in [2].

Furthermore, it is straightforward to check the following equivalency among the

three definitions (2.4), (2.22) and (2.24) in terms of system stability [2]:

Case: Stable pr (w) < |1 + go{joj)\ <=> pc {w) < |1 + go (ju)\, Vw

Case: Marginally Unstable pr (ui) = |1 + go(ju)\ 4=^ pc {
uj) = |1 + go(ju)\, Vuj

Case: Unstable pr (u>) > |1 + go{ju)\ <*==> pc (oj) > |1 + go(ju)\, Vu;

Taking Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for example, we have the following two tables in

measuring system stability. Table 2.1 shows the consistency of the three definitions

for the case of marginal instability. Table 2.2 clearly shows one advantage of the

PR definition (2.24) in reflecting the closeness of the condition of a = 1.8600 to

the unstable condition of a - 1.8660 at uj = 4.7294. More advantages of this new

definition can be found in [2]. We will also apply the new definition in Chapter 7 for

one kind of controller design problem.

Table 2.1: Comparison of the three definitions for the marginally unstable case

CPR (2.4) CPR (2.22) PR (2.24)

radius value 4.553 4.553 4.553

radius value
|l+9oO'w)l

1 1 1

system stability unstable unstable unstable

Table 2.2: Comparison of the three definitions for the stable case

CPR (2.4) CPR (2.22) PR (2.24)

radius value 0.093 0.093 4.553

radius value
|i+go(FUI

0.019 0.019 0.906

system stability stable stable almost unstable
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2.3 Conclusion

The main advantage of the critical direction theory is that it provides necessary

and sufficient conditions for robust stability in the presence of highly structured un-

certainties with phase and directionality constraints. The critical direction technique

opens up new avenues for robust analysis and could lead to novel approaches for

robust control synthesis as demonstrated in the rest of this dissertation. We will first

explore the advantages of CDT with robust analysis in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 3

REAL // ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

The problem of assessing robust stability and computing stability margins for

SISO systems with parametric uncertainties has attracted considerable attention in

the last decade. While more general parametric uncertainties such as multilinear

dependence cannot be easily handled at present, it is now well known that affine

parametric uncertainty problems result in a rank-one structured singular value (//)

problem. Moreover, // for the rank-one problem is exactly equal to its upper bound

that is obtained from a convex optimization problem even though the general robust

stability margin computation problem is known to be NP-Hard and is computation-

ally intractable. In last chapter, we had presented an explicit analytical expression for

complex parametric uncertain systems. It is known that standard complex-// analysis

will likely incur conservatism when working with real parametric uncertainties. Many

researchers have devoted their attentions to the exact calculation of real-// problem.

This aspect of the problem is amply documented in the literature [14] [15] [30] [60].

Of particular interest are references [15] [67], which will be reviewed in Section 3.4.

While most of the aforementioned developments are based on the structured

singular value, the approach using the stability radii is arguably less well-developed.

This is mainly because of the nonconvexity or amorphous nature of the value sets.

This chapter starts directly from the Nyquist stability theorem and works with sys-

tem transfer functions to exactly calculate the stability radii for a special kind of

parametric uncertainty, i.e., the so-called “affine parametric variation” problem.

22
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The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Following the introduction, Sec-

tion 3.2 transforms the real affine parametric system into a linear feasibility problem

to avoid the difficulty of working with nonconvex value sets. The stability radii, called

the parametric stability margin (PSM), is defined in Section 3.3, where the exact cal-

culation algorithm is also given. The previous representative results based on the

structured singular value approach are reviewed and compared with our approach in

Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents a further exact calculation of the maximum real-//

over a frequency range and the corresponding worst-case frequency point using a bi-

section algorithm. A comprehensive example is analyzed in Section 3.6. Simulation

reliability is validated in Section 3.7. The final section concludes the chapter.

3.2 Transforming a Real Parametric Affine Problem into a Linear Feasibility

Problem

Consider the nominal system go(s) and the family of uncertain systems g(s). The

Nyquist stability criterion states that a system is closed-loop stable if and only if the

map of the Nyquist contour of the open-loop system encircles the critical point in

the anticlockwise direction a number of times equal to the number of unstable poles

of the open-loop system. If we assume that the nominal system go(s) is stable under

unity-negative-feedback, and that g(s) and go(s) have the same number of open-loop

unstable poles, then the whole family of uncertain systems under unity-negative-

feedback is robustly stable if and only if the critical point — 1 + jO is not in the value

set of g(s) for all frequencies s — jui. This is generally called “critical point exclusion”,

the extension of “the zero exclusion” principle applicable to uncertain polynomials.

However, as shown in Chapter 2 (see page 18), the value set for an affine uncertain

system is not necessarily convex, which imposes much difficulty in checking whether

the critical point is in the value set or not. Fortunately, Baab et al. [5] demonstrate

that the real parametric affine problem can be recast into a linear feasibility problem.

The standard affine problem is expressed as
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»(»,<) =
+

(3.1)
do(s) + E£i Qidi(s )

where Q = {q G Rmr
| ft < ft < ft, * = 1, 2, ,

mr }, and q = [ft, g2 ,
...

, qmT ]

T

Here, mr denotes the number of the uncertain entities.

The family of uncertain systems in (3.1) can be represented in the following

vector-matrix form

1 s

q) =

hence,

s
m—

1

s
m

/ \n0o n01 no2 nomr ft

nw
+

nn nn n\mT 92

V fT'mO nm2 nmmT 11 /

1 s s
n~l

s
n

/
1

R-oo doi do2 •

i

so ft

d\o
+

da dn d\mT 92

V 1
a-3o

i
dn\ dn2 dnmr 9mr

\

(3.2)

9{s, q) =
sn
T
(no + Nmr • q)

(3.3)
Sd
T (d0 T Dmr q)

where sn and Sj are vectors of length m+ 1 and n + 1, respectively, containing powers

of the Laplace variable s = a+jcu
;
and n0 G Rm+1 ,

d0 G Rn+1
,
Nmr G _R(

m+ 1)x(^r) ancj

Dmr G J
R("+bx(mr

) are constants that represent the structure of the affine parametric

uncertainty. The Nyquist image g(ju>, q) is obtained by evaluating the vectors sn and

Sd at the Hurwitz stability boundary s = ju to yield

3 n,o; 1 ju -u2 -ju3 u 4
(3.4)
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Sd,J =
(
3 . 5

)1 ju) —UJ2 —juj3
UJ

4

Now the vectors sniW and Sd )a; ,
which are constants for a particular frequency u>,

and n0,Nmr ,do and Dmr can be separated into real and imaginary parts. Define

s„,r 1 -UJ
2

UJ
4

-a;
6

(
3 . 6

)

T
Sn ,I

=
UJ —UJ3 u5 —uo 7

(
3 . 7

)

Sd.R
7 —

1 -UJ
2

UJ
4

-UJ6
(
3 .8

)

and

T
Sd,I =

UJ —UJ3
UJ

5 —UJ7
(
3 . 9

)

™00 noi n02
• ^0mT

no,H —

1

OCN

...

1

eR ,m/21+1
,
Nm,,„ = n21 ™22 ’ ^2mr

£ ft(\m/2]+l)x(mr )

(
3 . 10

)

nio
1 3 3 to ^1mr

n0,7
= n30

G c>i(m+l)/2] tvj _
n31 ^32 ‘ ^3mr

^f(m+l)/2] x(mr

(3 , 11
)
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1
oo doi do2 domr

do,// — <^20 s R'"/2' +\ Dm„„ = ^21 d,22 • d2mr
g J^(r«/2l+l)x(mr )

-

(3.12)

dio dn d\2 • dlmr

do,/ =

1

oCO

...

€ Dm„,= ^31 ^32 - d^mr
G i?dn+1 )/ 2 l

x
(
mr)

(3.13)

where [•] represents the greatest-integer function.

The uncertain system becomes

Sn,fl(n0,fl + Nmr ,R • q ) +j sn,/(n0 ,/ + Nmr>/ • q)
p(s,q) (3.14)

s
d,fi(

d o,fl + Dmri /e • q) + j sJJ (do,/ + Dmrj/ • q)

To determine if the critical point — 1 -f jO is a member of the value set of g(ju>
, q)

for a particular frequency, it must be determined if there is a vector q e Q such that

g{ju, q) = -1 + j 0. Using the previous notation, the following equation is obtained

sr,/i(no,fi + NmrtR • q) + j s^
/
(n0 ,/ + Nmri/ • q) =

[
Sd,fl(do,fl + Dmr ,fi • q) + j sdy(do,/ + DmT ,I

'

q)] (~ 1 + j0)

Equating real and imaginary parts and rearranging terms yields

Sn,R^mr ,R + sd,«Dmr ,fi

Sn,I^rnr ,I +

Note that (3.15) has the form

~ Sn,Rn0,R -

- S n,/n0,/
- sdi/do,/

(3.15)
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A(uj)q = b(uj) (3.16)

where the real matrix A{u) G R2xirir and the real vector b(u) G R2 depend on

the uncertainty structure. This is a system of two linear equations in q. The solution

represents all the points q in the parametric space that map under g(ju), q) to the

critical point —1 + jO. Therefore, to determine whether the system is unstable, it

suffices to determine if there exists a solution q G Q to (3.15). This is a standard

linear feasibility (LF) problem of the form:

does there exist q such that

A(u)q = b(io)

(3.17)

3.3 The Parametric Stability Margin (PSM)

The parametric stability margin (PSM) is defined as follows:

Definition 3.1 Consider an interval plant g(s, q)
with parametric uncertainties q G

Q, where q < qi < q and a(uj) is an arbitrary positive scaling factor. Then the

frequency- dependent parametric stability margin is the smallest scale factor a(u) such

that g(juj,a(u)q) will satisfy

1 + g(ju,a(w)q) = 0, Vcu (3.18)

The parametric stability margin is a nonnegative real scalar that can be inter-

preted as the minimal magnification (a(u) > 1) or contraction (a(u;) < 1) of the

parameter set Q that brings the closed-loop system to the limit of instability. Geo-

metrically, the parametric stability margin represents the minimum tolerable blow-up

factor. Note that the parametric stability margin is defined for each frequency.

Therefore, in order to calculate the stability margin, the decision of whether to

increase or decrease the perturbation scaling factor a (a — iteration) is an essential
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problem. For the LF problem given in Section 3.2, the decision of how to adjust a

can be determined by a simple numerical comparison in the algorithm. Here, the

true-or-false function of whether -1 e g(jco,q) is used as the testing index of the

bisection method. Define the true-or-false function f(a) as:

{

—1, (which means False) If — 1 4 a(ju), q)
(3.19)

+1, (which means True) otherwise

If we can prove that the true-or-false function f(a) is monotonic with respect to

a, then a bisection algorithm can be invoked and the search range over a can be dra-

matically reduced. To show the monotonicity of the true-or-false function, we should

check the variation of the value set of g(ju), q) at a specified frequency point u> with

respect to the scaling factor a. The following lemma states an important property of

the value set for interval systems that satisfies the monotonicity requirement.

Lemma 3.1 Consider the interval plant g(s, aq
)
with a scaling factor a. The value

set is monotonically non-decreasing as a increases.

Proof: The proof of this lemma is sketched as follows. Consider the uncertainties

q E Q and scaling factors ax > 0, a2 > 0, such that a2 > a i- Then it follows that

Q\ C Q2 where Q x = Qaiq and Q2 = Qa2 q Since the value sets g(jco,Q 1 )
and

g{ju,Q2 )
are mapped from the hyperbox Q x and Q2 respectively, they certainly

satisfy

g{ju,Q x )
C g(ju,Q2 ) (3.20)

This concludes the proof.

Following Lemma 3.1, it is straightforward to check that function f(a) increases

monotonically while a increases from zero. As plotted in Figure 3.1, f(a) equals

-1 whenever a < a* which means the system is stable for these small levels of

uncertainty and -1 +j 0 is outside the value set of g(jw,aq), and f(a) equals 1
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whenever a > a* which means the system becomes unstable at a certain level of

uncertainty and will continue to be unstable for even larger levels of uncertainty, a*

represents that critical level of uncertainty, i.e., the PSM we are looking for at a given

frequency point.

In conclusion, the true-or-false function satisfies the monotonicity requirement

for the bisection method. This renders the following PSM algorithm possible.

Figure 3.1: The true-or-false function f(a) vs. the scaling factor a.

Algorithm PSM: (parametric stability margin solution)

Step 1. Set up a fine grid of frequency points in the range (ujib, ooub).

Step 2. Consider the next frequency point u>k that has not yet been looked at. Set

aib = 1; aub = B
,
where B is the largest possible value of a, up to oo.

Step 3. a(k) = (atb + auj)/ 2. Check whether —1 e g(juik,q).

• If — 1 ^ g{juk, q), choose lower bound = a(k). then iterate Step 3.

• Else, choose upper bound aup = a(k). Now if
(
aub — ctib)/aib < r, where r

is small enough to approximate zero, exit this loop and go back to Step 2

to work on next frequency point. Else, iterate Step 3.

End of algorithm.

Note that the algorithm with the a — iteration enhanced by the bisection al-

gorithm achieves great computation efficiency compared with general a sweeping
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method. Furthermore, in Section 3.5, an interleaved bisection algorithm is intro-

duced to efficiently compute the worst-case stability margin and the corresponding

worst-case frequency point. It is acknowledged that Bhattacharyya et al. [12] con-

sider a similar stability analysis problem, but working with additive increase of the

uncertainty, i.e., q = q0 + Aq
. By assigning zero to the characteristic polynomial of

the family of uncertain systems, a Linear Programming (LP) problem is constructed

to solve for the stability margin f3 where the variation of the uncertainty is bounded

by /3. In this chapter, we are considering multiplicative increase of the uncertainty,

i.e., q' — aq. Actually, it is in this multiplicative case that the parametric stability

margin equals to the Multivariable Stability Margin, or the inverse of the well-known

/r as shown in next section.

Motivated by the argument in [12], the PSM can be arranged as

inf a subject to
a<H<qi<aqi

A(u;)q = b(u) and aq^ < qi < aql for i = 1, 2, . .
.

,

mr .

Note that aq^ < qi < aqi for i = 1, 2, . .
.

,

mr and the other constraint a > 0

can be easily expressed in matrix form:

1 0 0 .

.

• -<h 0

-1 0 0 .

.

il
0

0 1 0 .. -92 0

0 -1 0 ..
—2

q
<

0

a

0 0 1 Qmr
0

0 0 -
1 Q—mr

0

0 0 0 -1 0
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namely,

Arnr)X br. (3.22)

where x := [q; a].

The combination of (3.21) and (3.22) is a standard linear programming (LP)

problem. In Section 3.6, we show that a — iterationa algorithm with bisection algo-

rithm yields the same results as with the standard LP problem solved using Matlab

function fmincon.m.

In next section, some representative previous results of the same real parametric

affine uncertainty problem are reviewed and compared.

3.4 Real-/i Analysis based on Polynomial and Rank-One Matrix Approach

In general, stability problems can be conveniently studied in the framework of

polynomials whose coefficients are affine functions of real or complex uncertainties.

For polynomials with complex affine uncertainties, Latchman et al. [53] present ex-

plicit and exact stability conditions using critical direction theory and intuitive geo-

metric arguments. Jie Chen et al. [14] [15] introduce a generalized notion of struc-

tured singular value and provide a necessary and sufficient condition concerning the

robust D-stability of the polynomial with either complex unstructured or real para-

metric uncertainties alone. In order to facilitate comparing with the developments in

this chapter, previous results on real parametric uncertainties are summarized in the

following.

The characteristic polynomial of the uncertain system in (3.1) is:

TTlr

P(M q) = n(ju, q) + d(ju, q) = p0 (juj ) +^ Pk{ju)qk {jcu) (3.23)

k=

1

As shown in [11], an affine real parametric uncertain system is equivalent to a

rank-one problem.
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Figure 3.2: The classical M — A structure used for analyzing robust stability

Lemma 3.2 The unity negative feedback configuration of the SISO uncertain sys-

tem (3.1) with affine uncertainty elements can be transformed into an equivalent

MIMO M — A structure of the form shown in Figure 3.2 where the diagonal uncer-

tainty matrix

A = diag{qu q2 ,
. .

. ,qmr } (3.24)

and the rank-one structural matrix M = {Mik } with elements

Mik (s)
Pi(s)

Po{s)

modi

matrices are N = {Ni
t
i}, where

,
i = 1

,
2 , . .

. ,
mr ,

k = l,2,...,mr (3.25)

Furthermore, the nominal model matrix is V —
,
and the interconnecting

AT _ nl {s)p0 (s) - Pi(s)n0 {s) ,_ 10 _
*1,1 (_ f \ , J / _\\ j / '"T

(n0 (s) + d0 (s))d0 (s)
(3.26)

and U = {U\
tk}, where

UlJt

do(s)

n0 (s) + d0 (s)
,

A: = 1, 2, . .
. ,
mr (3.27)
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In [15], Jie Chen et al. provide a general formula for the generalized notion of

H defined there. Furthermore, the real-// of the system with affine real parametric

uncertainty reduces to the following convex optimization problem.

Lemma 3.3 The structured singular value of the system with affine real parametric

uncertainty as described m (3.25) is

ffis) = inf
x&R E

Lfc=i

Re 7fc

Pk{s)
Z

Po{s)
+ x Im 7fc

Pk{s)
:

Po(s)

Qr
1 /Qr

(3.28)

where the weighting constants ffik) of the uncertainties are considered in the system

matrix M
,

i.e.,

M Pi{s) Pmr
{s

)

n T

[7l-"7mr ]- (3.29)
_Po(s) po(s)

Proof: Refer to [15] for the proof.

Of particular interest is the case qr — 1, which corresponds to the standard

structured singular value. The analytical expression (3.28) involves solving a convex

optimization problem in one real variable, i.e., x, and renders the real-/i problem

readily solvable.

In parallel with the real-/x problem in the framework of polynomials, there is also

a real-/r analysis based on matrix operations. Referring to the left part of Figure 3.2,

we can easily find the closed-loop transfer function between the input and the output,

which is called the upper linear fractional transformation (LFT), denoted as FU(M —

A). The theoretical control insight is gained from this upper LFT representation:

y = FU(M - A )r = [V + UA{I - MA)~ 1
N]r. (3.30)

Obviously, for the closed-loop to be well defined, the matrix I — MA must be

invertible, i.e. det(I — MA) ^ 0. This leads to the definition of the multivariable

stability margin (MSM) [18] [61]
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MSM(u

)

:= mw{7 |det(/ - 'yM(ju)A(ju))) = 0, IIAIloo < 1} (3.31)
J6R+

By recalling the definition of the well-known fi, the MSM is the inverse of

MSM := — (3.32)
Ha (AT)

Note that the MSM is precisely analogous to the definition of the parametric

stability margin for a SISO system given in (3.18).

It is straightforward to denote matrix M in (3.25) as

M(s) u(s)v*

Pl{s) Ms)

.
po(s)’ M sY

Pmr
(a)

Po(s)
.

T

[
1

,
1 , ... ,

1
]

(3.33)

Therefore, the real-// of the system with affine real parametric uncertainty re-

duces to a rank-one problem. For any bounded uncertainty A and a e R+
,

HA(M)
1

min{P
|

det (/„ — /3AM)
, ||A||oo < 1}

AM\ |. . ,

.

I Halloo < 1}max{oi
|

det In
a

max{a
|

a = v*Au}
mT

max{a
\

a = Skvkuk }

k=

1

(3.34)

As such, Young [67] indicates that the rank-one real-// problem simply amounts

to choosing 5k so that vectors {Skvkuk } for k = 1
,

• •
•

,
mr add up to a positive real

number, which is as large as possible. Certainly, one can search 6k from its lower

bound to the upper bound while fixing all other 5 at either of their lower or upper

bounds based on the well-known “Edge-Theorem”. This is equivalent to a search over
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2mr segments. Young [67] proposes a much more efficient algorithm that is adjusted

to work with purely real-// problem.

Algorithm Real-g: (Rank-one real-p solution)

Step 1 Choose starting values for the real perturbations as Sk = sign(Re(vkuk )).

Then for all Sk we have Re(Skvkuk )
> 0. Now compute S = sign (Im hvkUk ))

.

Step 2 Rank all the components Skvkuk by argument.

Step 3 Consider the highest rank component that has not yet been looked at. Com-

pute 5opt, which is the optimal value of this Sk ,
for 6opt € R unrestricted in sign

or magnitude, and all the other real perturbations fixed at +1 or —1. Note:

5opt magnifies Re (XX=i ^kvk^k )
while Im (£X=i Skvkuk ) < r where r is used to

approximate zero.

Step 4 If sign(5opt )
= —sign(5k )

and \Sopt
\

> 1 and not all the components have been

looked at, then reassign 6k with max[- 1, min[l,6opt \],
and go back Step 3. Else,

either find g with this Sopt or verify that no 6k exists to make the summation

add up to a real number.

End of algorithm.

Note that the algorithm requires at most a search over the real parameters, which

grows linearly with mr ,
not as generally believed that the complexity in computing

g grows exponentially with mr .

In Section 3.6, an example is provided to illustrate that the real-/x over polynomial

approach [15] and the real-// over rank-one matrix algorithm [67] are equal, and also

equal to the inverse of the parametric stability margin introduced in Section 3.3.

3.5 Exact Calculation of the Robust Stability Margin and the Worst Case

Frequency Point

Even though the MSM, the PSM, and the vea\-g are all defined for each fre-

quency point, usually it is more important to find the minimal stability margin, or

the maximal g over a frequency range from the perspective of robust analysis since
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they denote the worst case stability margin. In this section we consider the problem

of computing the worst case robustness stability margin for a SISO system with real

parametric uncertainty. In the last few decades researchers have given considerable

attention to the robustness margin problem for the case of unmodeled dynamics and

parametric uncertainties. The most popular methods to date use Lyapunov methods

and structured singular value p. For real parametric uncertainties, however, these

methods could be very conservative. Furthermore, the degree of conservatism may

be arbitrarily large.

Another method of computing the parametric stability margin, in principle, in-

volves a domain splitting global search in both the frequency and parametric space.

In [25], Gaston and Safonov developed a computational method for the exact robust-

ness margin for a multilinear interval plant. In their approach the hypercube in the

parametric space is divided into sub-cubes resulting in the union of these sub-convex

hulls approximating the boundary of the value set.

The Parametric Robustness Stability Margin (PRSM) is defined as follows:

Definition 3.2 Consider an interval plant g(s, q)
with parametric uncertainties q €

Q, where q<qt <q and a is an arbitrary positive scaling factor. Then the PRSM is

the smallest scaling factor satisfying

a* = inf {a
\

1 + g(juj, aq) = 0} (3.35)
LJ

In contrast with the parametric stability margin defined for each individual fre-

quency, the parametric robustness stability margin (PRSM) is defined at the corre-

sponding worst-case frequency point.

Generally, the procedure of finding the parametric robustness stability margin

in the literature consists of two major steps. The first one is to find the upper and

lower bounds of a. for each frequency Uk where k = 0, 1, . .
.

,

mr . The second step is

using numerical methods iteratively to obtain a(juik). Finally, a plot of a(juk) with
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respect to uk for k = 0,1,..., mr is created and the minimum of a(jojk )
over the

entire frequency range is the robustness margin.

Here, we propose a new approach to compute the worst case robustness margin

directly from Nyquist stability criterion. A key step in the new approach is the use

of the bisection algorithm. The robust stability test for a given uncertainty size can

be accomplished by a simple numerical comparison. This has immediate implication

for numerical efficiency, since a well defined mechanism is now available to measure

the effect of increasing the uncertainty size without computing the entire value set.

Moreover, instead of searching for robustness margin at each sampled frequency, this

new approach increases the scale of uncertainty size a for a range of the frequencies

until the first a violates the robust stability criterion at some frequency. This process

simultaneously identifies a restricted range for both a and lo and an efficient bisection

search identifies the robustness margin. Note that the specified frequency tolerance

may affect the searching of the global minimum a *
. Special care should be taken for

all degenerate cases.

Algorithm PRSM (Parametric Robust Stability Margin)

Step 1 Start with initial scale cq = 0, initial frequency range F, a. increasing step

Aa, and set performance criterion r.

Step 2 Check whether —1 G g(juii, q), where uji G F :

• If — 1 ^ g(juJi
, q), Vwi, choose a = a0 + Aa, then iterate Step 2.

• If at any a;*, —1 G g{jcOi, q), choose upper bound aup = a and lower bound

Otlow ^ A Oc.

Step 3 Set the frequency range F equal to F' = [uiow ,
ujup\, where

• uiow - ui such that -1 ^ g{juk , q), and -1 G g(ju>i+i,q). If

oJiow = uup ,
{number of points in F'} =2*{number of points in F'}, then

iterate Step 3; Else, go to Step 4.
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• U)up = L0U such that -1 E c/(jwu_i,q) and -1 £ g{juk , q), > uu ,
then

go to Step 4.

Step 4 Bisect the scale such that a =
(aiow 4 aup)/2.

Step 5 Check whether —1 E g(jcokl q)where aik E F'

• If — 1 ^ g{jcok , q), Vw G F', then aiow = a
;
go back to Step 4.

• If at any coi, —1 G g(jcoi, q), check whether the program should end:

- If
(
coup - uJiow )/u)iow > t or

(
aup - aiow )/cnow > r, Go back to Step 3

for further reduction of the frequency range F'

.

If (u4p
~ u^iow)

/

'^iow — and (cr^p &iow') /&iow ^ j
go to Step 6.

Step 6 a* = (&iow + a„p)/2 is the robustness margin, u>* =
( ujiow 4- o;up)/2 is the

corresponding first unstable frequency.

End of algorithm.

3.6 Example

The following example illustrates the use of the PSM algorithm and compares

our results with those based on other approaches.

Consider the uncertainty system g(s, q)

g{s, q)
n(s.q)

d(s, q)
(3.36)

7i(s, q) — 4 (4 + 0.4(7! + 0.2q2 )s 4 (20 + 91 — Qs) (3.37)

d(s, q) = s
4 4 (9.5 4 0.5^i — 0.5q2 4 0.593)5^ 4 (27 4 2<7i 4 <72)^ 4 (22.5 — q\ 4 <73)5 4 0.1

(3.38)

where {qi, q2 , 93} e Q, and -3 < <7* < 3, i = 1, 2, 3.

System (3.36) is a modified version of a model investigated by Fu [23]. Note that

coefficients of the transfer function depend affinely on the parameters q E Q. The

nominal plant g0 (s )
= <?(s,q0 )

is obtained with q0 = (0,0,0).
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Its characteristic polynomial is:

p(s,q) = n(s, q) + d(s, q)

I s
4 + (9.5 + 0.5Q! - 0.5q2 + 0.5q3 )s

3 + (28 + 2qx

P(s, q) = <

-\-q2)s^ + (26.5 — 0.6</i + 0.2^2 + qs)s + (20.1 + q\

Referring to (3.23), we have the following entities

p0 (s )
= s

4 + 9.5s
3 + 28s2 + 26.5s + 20.1

Pi(s) = 0.5s
3 + 2s2 — 0.6s + 1

(3.41)

p2 {s) = — 0.5s
3 + s

2
4- 0.2s

P3 {s) — 0.5 s
3 + s — 1

Given s = ju, the nominal point of p(jw, q) is found to be

po(jco) - w4 - 9.5ju3 - 28to
2 + 26.5jo; + 20.1 (3.42)

From Lemma 3.2, M = where Mik (s )
= — i = 1,2,3\k = 1,2,3

and A = diag{gi, q2 , q2 }-

Result 1: (Complex p Solution)

When the uncertainties are purely complex, it was shown in [53] that an exact

analysis formula can be obtained, which is the same as that given in [15]. Moreover,

the result is precisely the same as the value of p calculated with Matlab function

ssv.m.

Result 2: (Real-// Solution with Algorithm PSM and the standard LP

algorithm)

With Matlab function linprog.m
,
and r = 0.01, the parametric stability margin

is calculated by Algorithm PSM and shown in Figure 3.3 together with the MSM,

i.e. the reciprocal of complex-// obtained in Result 1. Obviously, standard complex-//

solution introduces much conservatism when dealing with real structured uncertainty.

(3.39)

(3.40)
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This also can be seen from Figure 3.4 where both real-// and complex-/^ are shown.

With Matlab function fmincon.m, the solution of the standard LP problem is ob-

tained, which is exactly same with that solved from Algorithm PSM.

(Stability Radii) Algorithm PRSM

Figure 3.3: Comparison of the PSM with the complex parametric stability margin

Result 3: (Jie Chen et al. [15] Optimization Solution)

Refer to (3.29), the weighting constants are 7*,
= 3, k — 1, 2, 3.
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(Stability Radii) Algorithm PRSM

Figure 3.4: Comparison of the real-/i with the complex-/r

M{s)
Pl(«) Pmr (

s
)

1

• [71.
•

Po(s)' ’ Po(s)
.

QPi(s)

°Po(s)

qPi(s)

°Po(s)
3
Pi(s)

po(s)

3 P
2 (s)

Po(s)

_qP2{£l
°Po(s)

3 P
2M

Po(s)

oP3 (s)

°Po(s)

qP3 (s)

°Po(«)
3 P3l£l
°Po« J

p{s) = inf
xER E

.jt=i

&|7^) +*M7
‘Sm.

(3.43)
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With the Matlab optimization toolbox, this real-// is calculated and shown in

Figure 3.5.

JieChen 1994, ssv with Polynomial approach

Figure 3.5: Real-// by the optimization algorithm over one variable

Result 4: (Young [67] Algorithm Rank-One Solution)

M(s) = u(s)v*

where

and

«(s)
Pi(s) P2(s)

.
Po(s)’ Po(«)’

« = [3, 3, 3]
t

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)
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Set r = 0.01, the real-// can be worked out by using the rank-one algorithm. The

result is shown in Figure 3.6.

By comparing figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, the three methods are equivalent in solving

the real-// problem with affine parametric uncertainty. It is worthy to indicate again

that Jie Chen et al. [14] [15] study uncertain polynomials, while Young [67] solves

the problem specified in the rank-one case from the definition of /i. This chapter

recovers the previous results from the stability radii perspective by searching in the

value set. Moreover the Algorithm with Bisection will get the exact stability margin

at the exact worst frequency point as shown in Result 5.

Young 1 994, ssv with Rank One Problem Algorithm

Figure 3.6: Real-/i by algorithm rank-one approach
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Result 5: The Worst Case Stability Margin and the Corresponding

Frequency

For the interval plant given in this example, the exact robustness margin found

by the stability radii approach is a* = 1.8489 at ui* = 4.6389. As shown in Figure 3.7,

the critical point —1 + jO is right on the boundary of the value set at co* while a =

a*. Note that the minimal stability margin obtained by using complex-// approach

is 1.1786 — only about 64 percent of the minimal stability margin resulted from

real-// analysis. The comparison reveals that real-// analysis is critical to eliminate

the conservatism incurred by using standard complex-// analysis for real-parametric

problems.

The Uncertain Set at alpha=l .8489 and w= 4.6389

Figure 3.7: The uncertainty set with a* — 1.8489 at ui* = 4.6389
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Matlab

' min f(x) 'j

,
Aex — be l

I

Acx < bc
[

l Xi < X <xu )

Z = X — Xi

Aex > be

—A ex > —be

—Acx > —bc

—x > —xu

,
Cz = —f{x)

LabVIEW

{

max Cz

Mz > b

z> 0

(3.47)

Figure 3.8: Transformation between linear programming functions of Matlab and

LabVIEW

3.7 Simulation Reliability

To check the reliability of the simulation programs, we construct two kinds of

programs using linear programming functions from different commercial software:

Matlab and LabVIEW. As listed in Figure 3.8, those two functions use different

expressions of the variables and their conditions. Note that the equality in Matlab

program can be expressed as inequalities in LabVIEW program. We obtained the

same results from these two different programs. This further verifies the simulation

besides the confirmation between the results in this dissertation and these using other

approaches reported in [15] [67].

3.8 Conclusion

By transforming the affine parametric uncertain system problem into a linear

feasibility problem, this chapter presents a novel simple approach based on Nyquist

stability analysis for the problem of finding robust stability margins for SISO systems

with real parametric uncertainties. The approach recovers previous results based on

real-/r analysis for affine parametric uncertainty problem. The approach is promising

and can be considered as a significant step towards the solution to the general ro-

bust stability analysis problem. Also, in terms of computation complexity, the PSM

algorithm with bisection method to solve the frequency-dependent stability margin

shows great advantage over general a — iteration. A similar computation advantage
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is obtained with the PRSM algorithm to solve for the smallest stability margin and

the corresponding worst-case frequency point by reducing the searching time with

ever-reduced frequency range and alpha-searching range.



CHAPTER 4

ROBUST CONTROL FOR PARAMETRIC PLANTS

4.1 Introduction

Results on stability analysis for systems with parametric uncertainties have

emerged steadily over the years, including outstanding results such as the edge the-

orem, the mapping theorem, the generalized Kharitonov theorem [12], the critical

directional theory (CDT) [4], and many others. However, nonconservative robust

controller synthesis for interval plants remains a relatively unsolved problem for which

only few results are available. An early attempt to synthesize a robust controller was

given in [40], where interval plants are overbounded by a constant uncertainty disk in

the frequency domain. By assigning this constant bound as the weighting function,

standard results from the H^ synthesis theory are then applied to solve for a robustly

stabilizing controller. This approach shows great promise because it is quite simple

and makes effective use of the well-developed H

^

synthesis methodology. To facilitate

comparison with the alternative results developed in the following chapters, we refer

to the method in [40] as the maximum perturbation radius (MPR) approach. Un-

fortunately, the MPR weighting strategy may introduce conservatism since the over-

bounding operation guarantees only sufficient conditions for robust stability. Other

researchers have tried to attack the synthesis problem using fixed-structure controllers

such as PID, or other low-order controllers [16] [28] [31]. Yet, it can be argued that

these approaches suffer from inherent shortcomings by restricting attention to only

fixed-structure controllers.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the critical direction theory [4] [51] gives necessary

and sufficient stability conditions that involve a critical perturbation radius (CPR).

47
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Motivated by this fact, the conservatism of the MPR weighting is explored in detail

in the following chapters. Furthermore, the critical direction theory is applied to

introduce an exact weighting strategy that results in an even larger stability margin

than that based on the MPR weighting. The effective critical perturbation radius

(ECPR) weighting strategy proposed in our work recovers the simplicity of the MPR

weighting while reducing the conservatism induced by uncertainty over-bounding.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.2- 4.4 set up the prob-

lem of robust controller design for systems with parametric uncertainties, present

necessary preliminaries of mixed-sensitivity synthesis, and finally recast the para-

metric problem into the mixed-sensitivity framework. The MPR weighting and its

conservatism are discussed in Section 4.5 where an example is also given. The main

results are introduced in Section 4.6, where we define the ECPR weighting function,

and provide a dynamic robust controller synthesis approach.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Consider a SISO linear uncertain plant represented by a rational transfer func-

tion, p(s,e), in cascade with a controller c(s), as shown in Figure 4.1. The family

of uncertain plants can be represented by |p(s,e) — Po(s)\ < |5(s, e)| where po(s) is a

known nominal SISO system, and 6(s,e) is a perturbation characterized by a set of

real parameters, namely, the coefficients of the numerator and denominator polyno-

mials. Each parameter in turn is an element of a real interval of width 2e centered

about the nominal value of the corresponding parameter of the nominal plant po(s).

Therefore, the uncertainty description for the problem constitutes a real hypercube

A(e) with sides of width 2e. The value e is a non-negative scalar that represents the

level of uncertainty. In general, system po(s) is neither open-loop stable nor unity-

negative-feedback system stable. A stabilizing controller c(s) needs to be designed

so that the closed-loop system of Figure 4.1 is robustly stable, i.e., stable over all

uncertain plants p(s,e).
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As is common in all Nyquist-based robustness studies, it is assumed that the set

of allowable perturbations A(e) is such that systems p(s,e) and po(s) have the same

number of open-loop unstable poles.

This assumption can be checked by the following steps:

Step 1. Use the Routh-Hurwitz criterion for the denominator Kharitonov polyno-

mials of p(s, e) to find an uncertainty level e\ such that the number of unstable

roots of the family of denominator-polynomials of p(s, e) does not change for

all e < ci [40].

Step 2. Use the edge theorem to find another uncertainty level e2 such that there is

no unstable pole-zero cancellation in the family of p(s, e) for all e < e2 [17].

Step 3. Define the upper bound of the uncertainty as eu — min{e i,e2 } and require

that e < eu .

After a candidate controller c(s) is designed, define g(s, e) — p(s, e)c(s) as shown

in Figure 4.2. Note that the nominal system is g0 (s) := p0 (s)c(s), and the uncertainty

is 6
g
(s, e) := 5(s, e)c(s). For robust stability of system g(s, e), the following necessary

conditions should be satisfied:

(Bl) The nominal system go(s) = p0 (s)c(s )
is stable under unity-negative-feedback.

(B2) The family of uncertain systems g(s, e) and its nominal system go(s) have the

same number of open-loop unstable poles.

Therefore, besides the assumption made for system p(s,e), one further condition

needs to be checked after a candidate controller is designed. If a candidate controller

c(s) has unstable zeros, one must ensure that there is no unstable pole-zero cancella-

tion between the zeros of controller c(s) and the poles of the family of p(s, e) for all

e < eu . A similar analysis should be carried out for the possible unstable pole-zero

cancellation between the unstable poles of controller c(s) and the unstable zeros of

the original systems p(s, e). A candidate controller should be rejected if any forbidden

pole-zero cancellation occurs.
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There are primarily two problems to be resolved. The first is to determine the

parametric stability margin emax ,
which is defined in [40] as the maximum e for which

the entire family of interval plants p(s, e) is robustly stabilizable. The second problem

is to synthesize a stabilizing controller that can robustly stabilize the family of plants

for all £ (-max-

Figure 4.1: The negative feedback loop of the uncertain System p(s) with a controller

c(s). This figure is usually used when dealing with a controller design problem.

Figure 4.2: Stability analysis for an interval system g(s) under unity negative feed-

back. This figure is usually used when dealing with a stability analysis problem.
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4.3 Preliminary: the Mixed-Sensitivity H

^

Robust Control

The mixed-sensitivity minimization problem is usually considered as the most

important one for synthesis problems and receives a lot of attention in the H

^

synthesis literature because the problem can be considered as the combination of

the robust control problem and the performance optimization problem. The mixed-

sensitivity minimization problem is an extension of the weighted sensitivity minimiza-

tion problem introduced by Zames [70].

Consider the classical feedback structure with weighting strategy shown in Fig-

ure 4.3 where Pq(s) is the nominal transfer function of a given plant and W\,W2

and are design specification weighting transfer functions. Note that, P0 (s )
in-

stead of po{s) is used here to denote that the systems are not restricted to SISO

cases. The same meaning applies to other capital notations of Figure 4.3. The design

goal is to control the gain of transfer functions from the reference r to output vector

U\ = [2/1 1 ) 2/12 ? 2/13]
7"

t° be less than a certain level 7.

It is straightforward to check that

2/11(5) = Wi(s)(I + L(s))~ l
r(s)

2/i2(s) = W2 (s)c(s)(I + L(s))~ 1
r(s) (4.1)

2/13(5) = W3 (s)L{s)(I + L(s))~ 1
r(s)

where L(s
)
= Po(s)c(s).

Now by defining

S(s) := (I + Hs))-
1

R{s) := c(s)(/ + L(s))- 1 (4.2)

T(s) := L(s)(I + L(s))~ 1 = I - S(s),

the mixed-sensitivity synthesis problem is to find a stabilizing controller c(s) such

that 7 is minimized and
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||2~t/ir( s ) || oo

Wrfis)

W2R{s)

W3T(s )

< 7 < 1. (4.3)

OO

Note that, generally 7 is required to be less than one for robust stability of the whole

system where the structure and size of uncertainties is absorbed into the plant Po{s),

and weighting functions VFi(s), W2 {s) and VF3 (s)

.

Traditionally, L(s) and T(s) are called the open-loop transfer function and the

closed-loop transfer function respectively. I + L(s) is the return difference transfer

function and the two matrices S(s) and T(s
)
are known as the sensitivity function

and the complementary sensitivity function, respectively. Similarly, WiS, W2R and

W3T are called the weighted sensitivity function, the weighted control sensitivity func-

tion, and the weighted complementary sensitivity function respectively. ||T
J/ir

(s)|| 00 is

called the mixed-sensitivity cost function because it penalizes all the three sensitivity

functions simultaneously [6]. Minimizing the infinity norm of the mixed sensitivity

function corresponds to the optimization of the robustness of the controller. Thus the

choice of the weights Wi,W2 and W3 is an important issue and this choice typically

depends on the kind of application as well as engineering insights into a physical

problem.

Figure 4.3: A standard H

^

synthesis problem in the mixed-sensitivity framework.
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4.4 Robust Control for Parametric Uncertain Plants

The following theorem is proposed to help illustrate the transformation of the

controller synthesis problem posed in Figure 4.1 into the mixed-sensitivity framework.

Theorem 4.1 Suppose the system in Figure 4-1 is stable when S(s) is zero. Then

the size of the largest stable 6(s) for which the system remains stable is

ll«Wll- < iisTit <
44

>

where R{s) c(s)(I + L(s))~ 1
as defined in (4-2).

Proof: This theorem can be proved invoking the Small Gain Theory. Based

on the Sandberg-Zames’ Small Gain Theory [72], the M — A system in Figure 4.4 is

internally stable for any stable A(s) satisfying

l|A(s)ll“ <
HMMIL

(4 ' 5)

where both M(s) and A(s) are assumed stable.

Considering the system in Figure 4.1, we have

w(s) = c(s)r(s) - c(s)[z(s) +p0 (s)w(s)]

w
(
s
)
= (46)

w(s) = R(s)r(s) — R(s)z(s)

where R(s) :=
1+c(f)p0 (

J,)

as defined in (4.2).

In order to use the Small Gain Theory, the system in Figure 4.1 can be rearranged

as shown in Figure 4.5 imitating the M — A structure in Figure 4.4. According to

the Small Gain Theory, the closed-loop system in Figure 4.1 is stable for any stable

5(s) satisfying the following condition:
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This finishes the proof.

Halloo <
1

TOIU
(4.7)

Figure 4.4: Standard M — A loop for stability analysis.

Figure 4.5: A system with parametric uncertainty in the standard M — A loop.

For unstructured uncertainties A(s), the Small Gain Theory gives a necessary

and sufficient stability condition. But for general structured uncertainties including

the parametric case, the small gain condition is only sufficient to guarantee internal

stability of the M—A loop. In Section 4.6, however, we will apply the critical direction

theory and derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the internal stability of the

closed-loop in Figure 4.1.
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As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, it is common to specify the stability margins

of control system via singular value inequalities such as

||M/2 (s)|| (X) < or,

(4.8)

||
W'

2 (*) fl(*)|| 00 <1

where ||W
/

2 (ja;)|| 00 = supa(W2 (jco)) is the size of the largest anticipated and “effec-
CJ

tive” plant perturbations.

By rearranging the system in Figure 4.1 into the M — A form, a stabilizing con-

troller is required to satisfy (4.8) for closed-loop stability. Comparing (4.8) with (4.3),

the closed-loop system configuration in Figure 4.1 is actually a special case of the stan-

dard Hoc synthesis problem, i.e., the mixed-sensitivity robust synthesis problem with

Wi(s) =
[ ]> W3 (s) = [ ]

(see Figure 4.6). The design criterion is

min {||rrW2 (s)
stabilizing c(s)

<11 T,
W2 (s)c{s)

l+c(s)po(s) }, i.e..

(4.9)

min ||

W

2 (sJRtsJtloo < 1
stabilizing c(s

)

The remaining problem is how to choose the weighting function W2 (s) to rep-

resent the “effective” part of the uncertainty 5(s). In general, the more closely the

approximate weighting functions are to the exact sufficient and necessary stability

conditions, the less conservatism the resulting controllers will incur. We argue that

weighting functions associated with sufficient robust stability conditions, e.g., weight-

ing functions associated with the size of the largest plant perturbations (defined as

the MPR in Section 4.5), usually yield conservatism in controller design. Hence we

seek a weighting function W2 (s) related to an exact measure of robust stability by

referring to the critical direction theory.
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Figure 4.6: The parametric controller synthesis problem that is recast into the mixed-

sensitivity .f/oo synthesis framework.

4.5 MPR Weighting Approach and its Conservatism Analysis

Firstly, consider the weighting method by overbounding the value set of p(ju),e)

at each frequency to. The largest perturbation radius pm (u>,e
)
for the system p(jui,e)

at each frequency uj is defined as (see Figure 4.7):

pm (u;,e) = max |<5(jo;)| = max \p(ju, e) - Po(ju)\ (4.10)
<5<EA(ed )

5eA(ed )

The largest pm (uj,e) over all frequencies will be denoted by

pm {e) := max {|«5(jw)|} (4.11)
u,SeA(ed )

For the linear perturbation case, at each frequency the pm (
u>,e) in the family

of transfer functions p(juj,e), will be associated with a point on one of the extreme

segments, which is defined by the Kharitonov segments. Searching for the pm (w, e) for

the case of linear perturbation is very simple, since there are only at most 32 extreme

segments to be considered [40]. For affine parametric uncertain system, according

to the mapping theorem introduced in Chapter 2 (see page 12), the MPR for each
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Figure 4.7: MPR versus CPR

frequency point can be found out by searching over the boundaries of the value set

mapped from the edges of the parametric space.

For SISO systems, we have

|tf(M £ )l = I

P0’w
>
c
) -PoM| < pm (uj,e

) |

< pm (e). (4.12)

Referring to Theorem 4.1, either pm (s,e) or the constant pm (e) can be used as

the weighting function W^s) in the H

^

design to synthesize a stabilizing controller

for the parametric uncertain system of Figure 4.1, and equivalently of Figure 4.6.

This represents one of the first attempts to attack controller synthesis for systems

with parametric uncertainties [12] [40].

The MPR weighting scheme shows much promise because the approach is simple

and directly applies the well-developed synthesis framework. Unfortunately, as

shown in the following, the MPR weighting approach may incur conservatism since
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the overbounding of the value set of p(ju
,
e) provides only sufficient conditions for

robust stability.

To analyze the conservatism that may be introduced by taking the constant

uncertain bound based on the MPR as the weighting function ^(s), we now compare

the value sets of system p(s, e) and g(s, e).

As indicated in Section 4.2, system g(s,e) corresponds to c(s)p(s,e). After mul-

tiplication by the controller c(ju>), the value set of p(juu,e) may be shifted, rotated,

and/or magnified or contracted to produce the value set of g(jco,e). Figure 4.8 il-

lustrates the behavior of the corresponding variation caused by the controller c(jcoi)

between the value set of p(jcji,e) and that of g(juji,e) at a frequency cjj.

As illustrated in Figure 4.8: gt (juji,e) represents the intersection of the critical

direction dc (ju>i) and the boundary of the value set of g(juji,e)\ and, p*(juJi,e) =

,
namely, the original plant point t) in the value set of p(jui,e) that is

mapped to g*(jui,e) in the value set of g(jco,c).

From the CPR definition (2.4) on page 8, it follows that

Pc{w,e) = \g*{juj,e) - g0 (juj)\

= \c{ju)pt {juj,e) - c{ju)po{ju)\ (4-13)

= |c(jw)|b*0'w,e) -p0 (ju})\

As we noted in Section 4.4, an effective weighting function W2 (s) should appro-

priately represent the uncertain plants. According to the critical direction theory,

together with Equation (4.13), one should use
|

p*(jw,e) — Po(ju)\ as the weighting

function in designing the controller c(s). Note that, generally, pm (u), e) > |p*(jw, e) —

Po(ju)\. Therefore, conservatism may be incurred when using = pm (ui,e).

Even more conservatism may be resulted in using weighting function W2 (jui)
= pm (e),

as done with the constant MPR weighting approach.
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Figure 4.8: Complex maps between the original plant p(jco, e) and the transformed

system g(juj,e) = c(ju)p(juj,e). The darkened areas represent the uncertainty value

sets. The point
)

in (b) defines a disk of radius pc (u>i,e), whereas its image

p*(ju>i,e) in (a) defines a disk of radius pe (u;,,e). The overbounding disk of radius

pm (uji )
in (a) circumscribes the disk of radius pe (uji, e), and leads to more conservative

robust-stability estimates.

4.6 ECPR Weighting Methodology

We revisit Figure 4.8 to seek a better weighting function. The family of critical

uncertain plants Vc (juji, e) of g(juji, e) can be represented by g(juJi, e) —
|
g(ju>i, t)\e^6dc (Ui\

where 9dc (uji )
is the angle of the critical direction defined in (2.1). Consider a certain

controller c(juii) = \c(ju>i) \e^
ec^'\ where 9c {uJi) is the angle of the controller. Divided

by controller c(jcoi), the family of critical uncertain plants g(juji,e) is mapped back

to a specific family of original plants p{ju>i ,
e) expressed as:

P(jui, e)
\g(juj

i
,e)\eJ0‘ic(Ui)

where Odcv {ui) = 9dc (ui) - 9c (coi).

(4.14)

Likewise, the critical point (—1 +j 0) of the value set of g(joJi, e) is mapped back

to a specific point of In other words, the specific line originating from Po(juji) to
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in the value set of p(juii, e) is mapped to the critical line originating from go{j^i)

to (—1 + jO) in the value set of g(jui,e). Hence, we name the direction originating

from Po(ju)i) to to be the effective direction dCtP (juOi) of the value set of p(jwi: e).

Parallel to the critical direction theory, we could obtain the following observation.

Given the controller c(s), only the uncertainty plants along the effective direction

dc>p (s), not over the whole value set of p(s,e), need to be considered in solving for

necessary and sufficient conditions for the robust stability of the system of Figure 4.1.

Formally similar to the definition of the CPR (2.4) (see page 8) for the value

set of g(ju,e), the effective critical perturbation radius (ECPR) for the value set of

p(ju>, e) is defined as

pe (w,e) := max{a
\
p0 (Ju) + adCtP(ju) € Vc<p(u,e)} (4.15)

<*£/?+

where VCtP(uj,e) is the uncertain plant p(ju,e) along the effective direction dCtP (jw).

For simplicity, only convex VCjP (u),e) is considered in the following. The results can

be easily extended to non-convex cases.

Lemma 4.1 There is a mapping relationship between the ECPR ofp(juj,e) and the

CPR of g(juj,e) as follows:

Pc{w,e) = pe (u,e)\c(juj)\. (4.16)

Proof: Without loss of generality, the equality (4.16) can be proved using the

items in Figure 4.8.

By the ECPR definition (4.15), pe(u,e) — \pt (juj,e) — Po{ju))\.

By the CPR definition (2.4), pc (u,e) = \g*(ju,e) - g0 {ju)
|.

Notice the mapping relationship: gffjuj,e) = c(jut)pffjw,e) and go(jw) = c(juj)p0 {jw).

Therefore,
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pc (uj,e) = \c{ju)p*(ju,e) - c(juj)p0 {juj)\

c(ju)\\p*{ju,e) -Po(ju)\

c(ju)\pe {u,e).

(4.17)

This finishes the proof.

When the controller equals to zero at a frequency, the point is at infinite

distance off the nominal point p0 (ju>). In this case, the effective direction of the

value set of p(s, e) is not specified. However, since the upper bound of pe (uj, e) can be

infinitely large, we can replace pe (uj,e) with pm (uj,e) for simplicity.

Theorem 4.2 Assume that the closed-loop system of Figure f.l is nominally stable;

systems p(s,e
)
and p0 (s )

have the same number of open-loop unstable poles; and

there is no unstable pole-zero cancellation between a controller c(s) and the family of

systems p(s,e). Then, the closed-loop system of Figure 4.1 is robustly stable if and

Proof: From the critical direction theory stated in Theorem 2.1 of page 9, the

closed-loop system of Fig. 4.1 is stable under the given assumptions if and only if

kx < 1. Using the definition (2.3) in page 9, it follows that

Finally, from Lemma 4.1, the following equivalent necessary and sufficient stability

conditions are obtained

only if

(4.18)
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There is a transfer relationship from the input w(s) of the uncertain plant S(s, e)

to its output z(s) in Figure 4.1:

*00 =
i ,

j*)
n r\ w (

s
)
= Tzw (s)w(s). (4.19)

1 + c[s)po(s)

Hence, Equation (4.18) of Theorem 4.2 can be expressed as

\\Pe{^>^)TZw{j^>)\\oo < 1- (4-20)

Comparing the with the well-known result from the Small Gain Theorem, we have

obtained a similar stability analysis result, but for systems with parametrically struc-

tured uncertainties.

Similarly, as mentioned in Section 4.4, there is a transfer relationship from the

system input r(s) to the controller output u(s) and further to the system output

2/12 (
3

)
in Figure 4.6:

?/i 2 (s) = Tyur (s)r{s) = W2 (s)Tur (s)r(s), (4.21)

and

Tur {s) =
c{s)

-r(s). (4.22)
1 + c(s)p0 (s)

Using the ECPR pe (u>,e) as the weighting function W2 (ju), Equation (4.18) of The-

orem 4.2 can be expressed as

\\pe{^i ^)Tur {jco)
1 1
oo < 1 (4.23)

alternatively,

ll^yi2r(j,

'

w )||oo < 1- (4.24)

One can easily identify Equation (4.24) with the general expression of a mixed-

sensitivity problem as stated in Section 4.4.

Corollary 4.1 The radius pe (uj,e) is the exact weighting function in designing con-

troller c(s).
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Proof: This property can be easily derived from necessary and sufficient condi-

tion given in Theorem 4.2.

As we argued in last section, when the MPR is used as the weighting function

W2(ju), ||Tyi2r (jfa/)||oo = \\Pm(t)Tur (jw)||oo < 1 is merely sufficient for system sta-

bility, but no longer necessary. Here again, one can see how the MPR weighting

approach incurs conservatism.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we take advantages of the critical direction theory in defining

necessary and sufficient stability conditions, and develop a systematic method of

choosing the exact weighting function, namely, the ECPR that allows for paramet-

ric uncertain systems to be robustly controlled using the synthesis tools. The

following two chapters will continue this topic and focus on controller design using

static weighting functions and dynamic weighting functions respectively.



CHAPTER 5

ROBUST CONTROL FOR PARAMETRIC PLANTS USING STATIC

WEIGHTING APPROACHES

5.1 Introduction

This chapter continues the discussion in the last chapter and focuses on using only

static weighting functions. The plant is given as one SISO system p(s, e) including

a parametric uncertain part S(s,e), together with the same assumptions as listed in

Section 4.2. We will address two issues: the first is to find the maximum stabilizable

margin emax ;
the second is to design a controller that can stabilize the closed-loop

system of Figure 5.1(a) with uncertainties up to the maximum level emax . Recall

that the problem is recast into the mixed-sensitivity form and the well-developed H

^

design tools can be used to cope with the parametric uncertain plants.

As discussed in last chapter, an first attempt in robust controller design for para-

metric uncertain system used a constant overbounding method [40]. Its conservatism

is analyzed in detail in the last chapter. This chapter argues that a much larger

parametric stability margin could be obtained using a static weight based on the

critical direction theory, namely, the uncertain parts <5(s,e) for all frequencies are

represented by a constant ECPR, instead of a constant MPR. Moreover, we revisit

Hoc robust control, and discuss in detail all the stabilizing controllers that satisfy

the design criterion, which are called all-solution controllers. The next chapter will

develop a dynamic weighting method to further reduce conservatism in determining

the maximum stabilizable uncertainties and in designing a robust controller.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 explores the char-

acteristics of static weighting. Then an upper bound of the static weight is found

64
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(a)

S
g
(s)

So(*)->0—

1

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: (a) Negative-feedback loop including the uncertain system p(s) — p0 (s) +
8(s) and a controller c(s); (b) unity-negative-feedback of system g(s) = c(s)p(s); (c)

mixed-sensitivity approach to the uncertain feedback system.

and used for finding a stability margin in Section 5.3. Two illustrative examples are

presented in Section 5.4. Simulation reliability is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.

Some important derivation and simulation on all-solution controllers are studied in

Section 5.6. Conclusive remarks are given in the final section.

5.2 Parametric Robust Control using a Static Weighting Approach

Lemma 5.1 When using static weighting approach to synthesize a controller for sys-

tems of Figure 5.1(c), a controller that minimizes ||Tztl) (s)|| 00 also minimizes ||Tu11,(s)|| 00 .
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Proof: We denote a controller c(s) that minimizes ||rzU) (s)||oo as

cop {s) = arg min ||T,
ll
,(s)|| 0o.

stabilizing c(s)

As discussed earlier, Tzw (s) = VF2 (s)Tuu,(s), hence,

cop {s) = arg min ||W/2 (s)Tuu,(s)|| 00 .

stabilizing c(s)

Given VF2 (s) = r, r € R+ ,

(5 - 1
)

(5,2)

c™(») = arg min J|rT„(s)||;
stabilizing c(s)

= arg min r||Tul0 (s)|| c

stabilizing c(s)

= arg min ||Tuw (s)|| 00
stabilizing c(s

)

(5.3)

This finishes the proof.

Theorem 5.1 For the static weighting approach, the controller design criterion

min sup \

T

uw (ju)\ is equivalent to
stabilizing c(s) u

max inf
stabilizing c(s) w

1

c(jw)
+ Po(Ju )

Proof: Following the proof in Lemma 5.1,

Cop(^) arg min
II
Tuw {

stabilizing c(s)

arg min sup
stabilizing c(s) u

/

arg max
(
su.

stabilizing c(s) V 0,

arg max inf
stabilizing c(s) LJ

arg max inf
stabilizing c(s) U

c((M
l+c(juj)po(jui)

c(ju)

l+c(juj)po(jui)

l+c(jui)p0 (jgj)

c(ju)

-1

at)

(5.4)

(5.5)

Expression (5.4) exposes an alternative interpretation of the controller design

procedure, namely, a search over all stabilizing controllers to find one that maximizes
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the minimal distance between po(juj) and the point —
^jy • Note that both of the de-

sign criteria of Theorem 5.1 involve only the nominal plant Po(s ); hence, the problem

is independent of the uncertain plant 6(s,e). This is a natural consequence of using

a static weight.

The alternative static weight proposed in this chapter adopts r
—

pe (e), so that

W2 (s) = pe (e), (5.6)

where

pe {e) \= max pe {bo,e), (5.7)
LJ

The next section discusses the attributes and advantages of using this static weight.

5.3 Robust Stability Conditions and Stability Margin Calculation

From Figure 4.8 of page 59, it is obvious that robust stability is lost when the

effective radius pe {wu e) is equal to the distance between the points — and Po{ju)i)

at some frequency In such a case, a point on the boundary of the plant value

set is mapped by the controller to the critical point —1 + jO in the Nyquist plane.

Consider an optimal controller cop (s

)

designed using the static weighting approach,

and define p“ := inf + Po(ju) . We obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2 Let cop (s) be an optimal controller designed using the static weighting

approach, and let pe (e) be the corresponding constant ECPR for an uncertainty A.

The closed-loop of Figure 5.1(a) is robustly stable if pe (e) < p“.

Proof: Condition pe (e) < p“ implies

1

Pe{t) < inf
Cop {jLO )

+ PoO'w)

which is equivalent to

Pe(t)
Cop(ju)

1 + cop (ju))p0 (juj )

< 1 ,Vw.
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A further condition is obtained by considering the definition of the constant ECPR

weight (5.7),

Pe(w,e)-
Cop(ju ) < 1 ,Vcd. (5.8)

1 + cop (ju)p0 {juj)

According to Theorem 4.2 of page 61, condition (5.8) implies the stability of Fig-

ure 5.1(a). This finishes the proof.

The sufficient stability condition in Theorem 5.2 validates the utilization of the

constant ECPR as the static weighting function, as expressed in (5.6).

The method proposed in [40] to compute the stability margin, denoted as emax ,

used the constant MPR weighting, i.e., 1T2 (s) = pm ,
and then, t and hence pm is

increased until pm = p
1

^ = p“. However, as shown in the examples in Section 5.4,

much larger stability margin can be found based on the static ECPR weighting, i.e.,

calculating emax from a plot of pe (e) vs. e, instead of pm (e) vs. e.

Alternatively, we can find emax (uj

)

at each frequency by iteratively increasing e

from zero until
Cop(ju)

is in the value set of p(juJ, e), then the stability margin emax is

the smallest value of emax (uj) among all frequencies. A more efficient solution can be

constructed by referring to the linear programming algorithm posed in [12] [50]. Thus,

by interpreting the static weight W2 as a constant ECPR weight (IP^s) = pe (e)),

instead of a constant MPR weight, a larger parametric stability margin may be found.

From Theorem 5.1, one can obtain an alternative meaningful expression of p“,

1

Pe mm
stabilizing c(s)

I

Tuw (s)
(5.9)

Further connections with the classical static weighting design approach can be

established by considering a system in which the weight is given by lp 2 (s) = r, and

the controller in question cop (s) attains the value min
||
Tuw OOlloo as defined

stabilizing c(s)

in (5.1). Now let r
max denote the value of r such that ||r

maiTtU0 (s)|| oo = 1. Then it
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follows that r
max = —

7
-—1

nT 77m Hence
771271 ||-2 uw (.5 )||oo

stabilizing c(s)

r
max = p

u
e

. (5.10)

In next section, two examples are given to illustrate the substantial improvement

in stability margin assessment using constant ECPR weighting.

5.4 Examples

Example 5.1 Consider the interval plant discussed in [12] [17] [28] [40],

with intervals

P(s,e)
5s + q\

s2 + q2 s + <?3

(5.11)

q\ £ [4 — e, 4 + e], q2 £ [2 — e, 2 + e], (fa £ [—15 — e, —15 + e], (5-12)

where e represents the level of uncertainty. The parameter space A(e) is characterized

by a hyperbox whose edges vary independently with a length 2e each. Note that to

satisfy the assumption of the family of systems p(s,e) made in Section f.2, eu —

7.5 [17] [40].

Hs indicated earlier, a robust controller needs to be synthesized, and the maximum

stability margin in terms of static weighting needs to be found. In the following, we

list in detail the steps in solving the problems.

Step 1: Analyze the problem

We have the closed-loop system of Figure 5.1(a) where po(s, e) is the plant p(s,e)

with q\ = 4, q2 = 2, and qj, = -15, and where S(s,e) = p{s,e) —p0 (s,e). Note that

plant po{s, e) can be represented in state-space equations as:

where

Xpoft) — Ap
0
xpo (t) + BPo u(t)

2/poW ~ Cpo-^poW 4" DPo u(t)

(5.13)
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-2 15

1

O

i

*5o
II

o
II

1 0
1

o
1

,CP0 = [ 0 0 ],D
P0 = 0. (5.14)

Step 2: Recast the problem into the mixed-sensitivity form

We transfer the closed-loop system of Figure 5.1(a) to that of Figure 5.1(c) and

have W^i(s) = W^s) = 0, and the uncertain part S(s,e) is represented by W2 (s).

Step 3: Express the mixed- sensitivity problem using the Lower-LFT

form

As shown in Figure 5.1(c) together with W3 (s) = r, r G R+ ,
it is straightforward

to obtain the following state space representation of the augmented plants:

ZpoW — ^poxPo (
t
) + 0w(t) + BPo u(t)

z(t) = 0xpoW + 0w(t) + ru(t
)

y(t) = -CpoXpo {t) + w{t) — DPo u(t)

G — K form, we have

APo 0 B
P0

G = 0 0 r

-Cpo 1 ~~DPo

(5.15)

(5.16)

Note that by assigning r = 1 ,
we get the state space representation for the transfer

function Tuw (s).

Step 4 : Design the robust controller via static weighting method

Using ry-iteration, the controller that minimizes ||TiiUJ (s) ||oo
=

found to be

l+po(s)c(s)
IS

3603.7935s + 18018.9673
,

^~
s
2 + 1434.5016s - 2312.4499' ^ ' ’

It is straightforward to check that there is no unstable point cancellation between the

unstable pole of c(s) (5.17) and the zeros ofp(s,e) for e up to eu .
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Step 5: Find the maximum stabilizable margin using the static ECPR

weighting

According to Theorem 5.1, the upper bound of the exact static weight is =

0.3950. The ECPR pe (c )
is calculated and plotted versus e shown as the solid line in

Figure 5.2. It is observed that tmax = 5.2511 when pe (e) = 0.3950.

Step 6: Compare with the tmax found using the static MPR weighting

As shown by the dashed line that reflects the variation of pm (e) vs. e, one gets

e = 2.8300 when pm (e) — 0.3950 (the limiting value of W2 ). The value e — 2.8300

was proposed in [f.0] as the parametric stability margin in the case of the constant

weighting method using the MPR approach. Therefore, the parametric stability margin

calculated by the MPR weighting approach (e = 2.8300J is only about 54 percent of

that obtained by the ECPR weighting approach (e — 5.2511,).
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Figure 5.2: Plots of pm and pe radii as functions of the uncertainty-size parameter e.

The value /3 = 0.3950 is the limiting value of the static weight W2 (s) found via a

standard unstructured H0

0

approach.

Example 5.2 Consider the interval plant given in [40],

30s + qi
p(s,e) = 5

s3 + q2 s
2

-I- q3 s + q4

with intervals

(5,18)

q\ G [10 — e, 10 + e], q2 G [—3 — e, —3 + e, (5.19)

q3 G [—4 — e, —4 -(- c], q\ G [12 — e, 12 + e. (5.20)

Note that to satisfy the assumption of the family of systems p(s, e) made in

Section 4-2, eu — 6.0.
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Using 7 - iteration
,
the controller that minimizes ||Tuu,(s)||oo

found to be

c
(
s
)

l+Po(s)c(s)
is

Po{s )
= 30s + 10

(5.21)
s3 - 3s2 -4s + 12’

and Wi(s) = W3 (s) = 0, ^(s) = r, where r is a constant. It turns out that at

W2 = 0.4023, p(X00F00 )
approximates unity and the following controller is found

c(s)
3617.6s2 + 4562.3s - 5345.9

s3 + 1468.3s2 + 18620.7s + 6605.8'
(5.22)

Figure 5.3: Plots of pm vs. e (dashed line) and pe vs. e (solid line)

The stability margin was reported in [40] to be 0.8500, which actually corresponds

to = 0.4023, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 5.3. However, by interpreting
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the value 0.4023 as the pe ,
and the stability margin is e = 1.2800 where pe = 0.4023.

Again, the conservatism introduced by previous approach can be reduced by taking

the constant weight as the constant effective bound, instead of the constant over-

bounding uncertainty.

5.5 Simulation Reliability

As discussed in this chapter, the optimal controller designed by static weighting

should be unique that minimizes ||TUJiU (s )|| 00 over all stabilizing controllers. However,

one may find that different controllers are reported in [40] [12] [36] and here. These

different controllers are calculated with the same algorithm and similar programs, but

with different design resolutions that specified the degree of closeness to the minimal

value. In our simulation, we developed two kinds of programs and showed that the

results are consistent. The first program uses commercial Matlab software hinfopt.m

with a bisection algorithm called 7-iteration, and finds the optimal controller by

minimizing ||7^^(s) Hoc over all stabilizing controllers. Similar to the solving procedure

given in [40], the second one finds the optimal controller by minimizing ||Tzu; (s )|| 00

over all stabilizing controllers by increasing the weighting scalar r step by step, called

an additive searching procedure.

5.5.1 Solution with a Bisection Searching Procedure

To work with ||Tuw (s)||oo, the weighting function r is fixed as unity so that the

augmented plant G is fixed. The controller design resolution r is the only factor

that affects the designed controller when using a bisection algorithm to minimize

||T’uu,(s)|| 0O over all stabilizing controllers. For illustration purpose, we list four con-

trollers computed by a same program based on Matlab software hinfopt.m but with

different resolutions r.

For simplicity, the controllers are expressed in matrix form:
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^num[ S l • • • s if
c(s) - (5.23)

Cden
[

• • • 5 If

where the nominator vector cnum equals
[ ni • • • Tli Tl0 ] ,

and the denominator

vector cden equals
[ d

t
d x d0 ]

Controller 1 with r = 10~6

Cnum = 108
*

[ 0 0.37748739677966 1.88743698863214 ]

Cden = 107
*

[ 0.00000010000000 1.49422174558615 -2.43793793780942 ];

(5.24)

Controller 2 with r = 10~ 2

Cnum = 10
5
*

[ 0 1.47459789570386 7.37298947851135 ]

Cden = 104
*

[ 0.00010000000000 5.83775000382779 -9.52194474311628 ];

(5.25)

Controller 3 with r = 10~ 2

Cnum = 10
4
*

[ 0 0.92197910324932 4.6098955162450 ]

cden = 103
*

[ 0.00100000000000 3.65750061702856 -5.93944837515235 ];

(5.26)

Controller 4 with r = 3.1 x 10
-3

Cnum = 103
*

[ o 0.57981456953645 2.89907284768224 ]

Cden = 102
*[ 0.01000000000000 2.37509933774846 -3.59463576158953 ];

(5.27)

As shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, all these four controllers actually have similar

values of phase and magnitude, and as shown in Figure 5.6, they produce the similar

closed-loop gain \Tuw (ju)\ as expected by the design procedure. Nevertheless, the

small difference between the controllers reflect the difference of pre-specified design
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Figure 5.4: Plots of the phases of the four controllers respectively. Note that the

plots of the case of t = 10
-6

is almost overlapped with the case of r = 10
-4

.

resolution r. One can check the Table 6.1 and concludes that the values of ||Tulu (s)|| 00

are made smaller and smaller as the resolution goes finer and finer.

Table 5.1: Simulation with a bisection searching procedure

controller 1 controller 2 controller 3 controller 4

||TUU;(JW) 00 2.5263163 2.5264456 2.5283951 2.5600000

resolution r IQ
-6

1(T 4 10“2
3.1 x 10~3

5.5.2 Solution with an Additive Searching Procedure

Different from the first algorithm, now we work with a transfer function Tzw (s)

that has a plant G with a varying element D\2 = r. The optimal controller is found by

additively increasing r till no stabilizing controller exists. Then the maximum static
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3 r
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controller at x=0.000001

controller at x=0.0001

controller at x=0.01

controller at x=0.031
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frequency m

Figure 5.5: Plots of the magnitudes of the four controllers respectively. Note that

the plots of the case of r = 10
-6

is overlapped with the case of r = 10~4
.
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Figure 5.6: Plots of the \Tuw (ju)\ with the four controllers respectively. Note that

the plots of the case of r = 10
-6

is overlapped with the case of r = 10~ 4
.
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weight is found together with a stabilizing controller that is taken as the optimal

controller. In this case the increasing step is the design resolution. In our simulation,

we used the commercial Matlab function hinf.m and have found the corresponding

maximum weights in designing the controllers reported in [40] [12].

Consider the Controller in [40]

With r = 0.3911755, we found the following controller:

Cnum = 103
*

[ o 0.64788818856446 3.23944094282226 ]

Cden = 10
2
*[ 0.01000000000000 2.64455741306764 -4.03427788447897 ];

(5.28)

which is close to that reported in [40]:

647. 9(s + 5)_
s2 + 264.456s - 403.411

'

Consider the Controller in [12]

With r = 0.3957261755, we found the following controller:

(5.29)

Cnum = 105
*

[ 0 0.27999876755765 1.39999383778789]

Cden = 104
*[ 0.00010000000000 1.10912845491568 -1.80682537381042 ];

(5.30)

which is close to that reported in [12]:

28000(s + 5)
< S i “

s2 + 11090s - 18070'
(5.31)

In Matlab function hinf.m
,
the 7 is set as unity [72] [62], Therefore, the closer the

gain Hr^slloo approaches to unity, the more powerful the corresponding controller

is in terms of closed-loop stability. One can concludes from Table 6.2 that the val-

ues of HT^sHoo more closely approach unity as the weighting function r approaches

the maximum weight whose value is affected by the step size in additive searching

algorithm.
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Table 5.2: Simulation with an additive searching procedure

controller (5.28) controller (5.30)

\\Tzw (j“) 00 0.99992994752899 0.99999996334698

static weight r 0.3911755 0.3957261755

5.6 All-Solution Controllers

As well-known in standard robust control [72] [64], given

A Bi b2

G = Ci 0 D\2

c2 D2 \ 0

which satisfies some proper assumptions, H

^

design has all-solution controllers

K{8) = FL (F(8),Q{*)) (5.33)

where

Aoo __ 7 T^00-^00 ZocB2

F{s) = Foe 0 I

-c2 / 0

Aqo A + 7
2B\B\X<x + B2Too + Z00L00C2 (5.35)

Foo := -B;xoo, Loo :=-^2 ,
Z := {I - 'y~2Y00X00

)" :
(5.36)

Aoo := Ric(Hoo), Yoo = Ric(J<x>) (5.37)

Q(s) e RHoo, ||£J(s)||oo < 7 . (5.38)

Now for Q(s) =
aq Bq

Cq Dq
one has the following state space representa-

tions:
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and,

Therefore,

Xp

u

«2

AqqXf

F<x>xF +

—C2XF +

ZooTooy + Z00B2y2

O + 2/2

2/ + 0

^ i<5 = 21qXq + BqU2 ^

V
2/2 CqXq + DqU2

J

\

/

(5.39)

(5.40)

/ ,xf — (+00 ~ Z00B2DqC2)xf + -Zoo-E^Cq^q — (ZooZ/qo — ZoaB2Do)y \

Xq = BqC^Xf + AqXq +

^
U2 = (Zq — DqC2)xf + CqXq +

The all-solution controller K(s) is:

Bqy

Dqy

(5.41)

K(s) =
Ak Bk

Ck Dk

Aqo Z00B2

-BqQ Aq

Fq — DqC2 Cq

If Q(s) = 0, one gets a central controller

Kcentral {$)

-ZoqLqq + ZooB2Dq

Bq

Dr

Aqo

1

8N81

Foo 0
1

We point out two observations from expressions (5.42-5.43):

(5.42)

(5.43)
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• All solution controller K(s) is strictly proper if and only if Q(s) is strictly

proper;

• The central controller Kcentrai(s) is always strictly proper.

Regarding the controller design, given different complementary controllers Q(s),

one will get different optimal controllers c(s) that minimize the transfer gain ||TUU) (s)|| 00

even though a same high resolution value r is used. However, as shown in the follow-

ing example, all those controllers have values close to each other for any frequency

since they all should minimize (s) ||oo.

Example 5.3 We continue the discussion of Example 5.1 but with a focus on all-

solution controllers. We select the resolution r = 10
-6

,
and compute three controllers

with different complementary controllers Q(s). Using the matrix expression in Equa-

tion (5.23), the three controllers are listed below and compared in Figure 5.7.

Controller 1:

Qi(s) = 0 (
5 .44

)

Cnum = 108
*

[ o 0.37748739677966 1.88743698863214 ]

Cden = 10
7
*[ 0.00000010000000 1.49422174558615 -2.43793793780942];

(5.45)

This is exactly the same controller of Equation (5.2f).

Controller 2:

Qiis)
s + 0.7

7+53
(5.46)
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Cnum

Cden

10
10

*
[ 0.00000000252632 0.00000001440000 1.97425909399972

9.87129542578808
]

109
*

[ 0.00000000100000 0.00000005136842 0.78147797179945

-1.27504154133096
];

(5.47)

Controller 3:

,
s
2 + 0.3s + 0.01

ys(S
' s2 + 41s + 100

(5.48)

Oitim

C-den

10
3

*

10
2

*

[ 0.00000000025263 0.00000000133895

1.14563650049922 1.88724824019991

[ 0.00000000100000 0.00000003936842

0.50183158281841 -2.43769414374154

0.15363737087079

]

0.60814834996409

];

(5.49)

As shown in Figure 5.7, all three controllers have almost the same values of

controller phases and magnitudes, and hence produce almost the same transfer gains

||7uiu(s)||oo- Actually, there is no difference among the values of \Tuw (jui)\ at any

frequency up to the eighth digit after the decimal point.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter focuses on the H<*> methods using constant weighting strategies

for systems with parametric uncertainties. The conservatism of earlier work in the

literature is exhibited and a much larger parametric stability margin is obtained.

Even though this chapter shows that the ECPR weighting strategy leads to a

much larger parametric stability margin than the MPR weighting method does, only

constant weighting methods are considered in this chapter. Referring to (4.13) on
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Figure 5.7: Plots of the controller phases, controller magnitudes, and transfer gain

\Tuw (ju>)\ with the three controllers respectively. Note that all the three plots at each

sub-figure are overlapped. Actually, there is no difference among the values at any

frequency up to the eighth digit after the decimal point.
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page 58, the exact weighting function should be p*(s) —po(s), which means a dynamic

weighting function should be used if one wants to further reduce conservatism in

calculating the parametric stability margin. This will be considered in next chapter.



CHAPTER 6

ROBUST CONTROL FOR PARAMETRIC PLANTS USING
DYNAMIC WEIGHTING APPROACHES

6.1 Introduction

This chapter continues the discussion of the last two chapters and focuses on us-

ing dynamic weighting functions. We are working on one SISO plant p(s, e) including

a parametric uncertain part 5(s,e), together with the same assumptions as listed in

Chapter 4. We restated our mission here. Two issues need to be addressed: the first

is to find the maximum stabilizable margin emax ;
the second is to design a controller

that can stabilize the closed-loop system of Figure 4.1 (on page 50) with uncertainties

up to the maximum level emai . As discussed in the last chapter, a much larger para-

metric stability margin is obtained using a static weight based on the critical direction

theory rather than a worst case overbounding approach. As pointed out in the end

of the last chapter, a dynamic weighting method needs to be developed in order to

further reduce conservatism in determining the maximum stabilizable uncertainties

and in designing a robust controller.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 exploits a dy-

namic maximum perturbation radius (MPR) weighting approach and constructs an

e-iteration procedure to synthesize a sub-robust controller in terms of stability ca-

pacity. Then, a tuning procedure is established in Section 6.3 to apply the dynamic

effective critical perturbation radius (ECPR) weighting function. As usual as with

other chapters, an comprehensive example, and simulation reliability are presented

in Sections 6.4 and 6.5. Conclusion is given in Section 6.6.

86
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6.2 Sub-Robust Controller Synthesis Using a Dynamic MPR
Weighting Approach

Given the MPR pm (w,e), one needs a further transformation to use the

design tools that requires that weighting functions take the forms of stable and real

rational functions, because pm {u, e) is just a set of non-negative values over a specified

frequency range. This situation is reminiscent of the well-known D — K iteration in p

synthesis in which the frequency-dependent scalings D(u) are approximated by a

transfer function D(s) [6]. Similarly, using a numerical inversion technique, a stable,

minimum-phase, and real rational transfer-function approximation pm (s) to pm (u;,e)

can be found in the sense that

|Pm(jw,e)| = pm{w,e), Vw. (6.1)

Now consider the problem posed in Chapter 4 to use H0

0

methods to design a

robust controller that can stabilize as large an uncertainty as possible. As described

there, the controller synthesis problem for parametric uncertain systems can be recast

into the mixed-sensitivity framework, and the maximum perturbation radius (MPR)

may be used as a weighting function in the synthesis tools. Due to the over-

bounding effect of the MPR around the value set for a certain size of uncertainty, it

is arguably true that the controller synthesized by using the MPR weighting function

is one of the robust controllers. However, this is not equal to saying that the larger

the MPR is, the more robust the synthesized controller is. The hope of utilizing

larger weighting functions to get a more robust controller may fail by merely blowing

up the pm (s,e). The reason is similar to the derivation in Equation (5.3). Referring

to Figure 4.6 in page 56, and let W^s) = a pm (s,e), a G R+ . Under the TCo

synthesis criterion that minimizes ||T’y
12r(s )||oo and stabilizes the closed-loop system,

the optimal controller is fixed due to the equivalency shown in the following:
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Cop{s) arg min ||Tyiar (s)||oo
stabilizing c(s)

arg min ||Tur (s) • W2 (s)||oo
stabilizing c(s

)

(
6 . 2 )

= arg min Q.||Tur (s)
stabilizing c(s)

= arg min ||Tur (s) • pm (s, e)||oo-
stabilizing c(s )

Nevertheless, it makes sense to increase the size of uncertainty e and utilize the

correspondingly expanded pm (s,e) as a more conservative weighting function based

on the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1 Consider the interval plant p(s,e) with uncertainty e. Then the value

set is monotonically non-decreasing when the uncertainty e increases.

Proof: The proof of this lemma is sketched as follows. Denote by A(e) the

coefficient space of the interval system. Consider uncertainty levels ei,e2 ,
such that

D < e2 . Then it follows that Ai C A2 where Ai = A(ei) and A2 = A(e2 ). Since the

value sets p(ju, Ai) and p(ju, A 2 )
are mapped from the their coefficient spaces Ai

and A2 respectively, they certainly satisfy

p(ju, Ai) C p(juj, A2 )
(6.3)

This concludes the proof.

According to the lemma, the corresponding MPR is also monotonically non-

decreasing when the uncertainty level e increases.

We define esub-max as the largest value of e such that the system p(s, e) in Fig-

ure 4.1 is stabilizable using only the MPR weighting approach. The esub-max can be

found by increasing e and testing the stability of controllers synthesized using

the corresponding dynamic MPR weighting functions. Note that we call this mar-

gin a sub-maximum stability margin because of MPR’s conservatism nature that will
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be clear in next section. A computationally efficient algorithm for esub-max can be

designed using a bisection algorithm. Define the true-or-false function /(e) as:

/(e)

- 1
,

+ 1
)

^ If the interval system is stabilizable

by the MPR weighting approach

otherwise

/
(6.4)

Figure 6.1: Plot of the true-or-false function via the uncertainty level e.

Following Lemma 6.1, it is straightforward to check that function /(e) is mono-

tonically non-decreasing while e increases from zero (see Figure 6.1). Hence, the

true-or-false function satisfies the monotonicity requirement by any bisection method.

This renders the following algorithm possible.

Algorithm for Sub-robust Controller Synthesis

Step 1 Set the initial bounds of e as ei b — 0, eub = eu ,
where eu is obtained based on

the discussion in Section 4.2 (on page 48); and, assign a typical value between

10
-2

and 10
-4

to r as the tolerance for the stopping criterion.

Step 2 Let e = (
tib + eub )/2. Check whether a robust controller can be designed

merely using the MPR weighting approach.
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• If the interval system is stabilizable, set lower bound = e, and iterate

Step 2.

• Else, set upper bound eup = e. Now if (eub — eib)/tib < t, set e Sub-max —

(f/6 + eU(,)/ 2 and end the iteration. Else, iterate Step 2.

End of Algorithm.

Having decided a stability margin, we can design a robust controller using the

Hoo synthesis techniques in conjunction with the MPR weighting function at t Sub-max-

Its advantages over static weighting approaches is shown in an example of Section 6.4.

However, we call this controller a sub-robust controller because there may exist a

robust controller that can stabilize the system for e = emax > e Sub-max even though the

MPR weighting function fails in designing an admissible controller for emax because of

the conservatism introduced by the overbounding effect. The next section extends the

approach to the use of a dynamic weighting strategy based on the critical direction

theory.

6.3 Robust Controller Synthesis: a Dynamic ECPR Weighting

Approach with Controller Tuning Algorithm

Recall the derivation in Chapter 4, the CPR definition (2.4) on page 8 implies

that

pc {uj,e) = \g*{ju,e) - g0 (ju)\

= \c{ju)p*{ju,e) - c(juj)p0(ju)\ (6-5)

= \c{ju)\\p*(ju,e) -p0 (ju)\

It is clear that conservatism may be introduced using the over-bounding weight pm (s)

instead of pe (s ) = |

p*(jco) - p0 (ju>)\. Therefore, even though the interval system is

unstabilizable by the MPR weighting approach at esub-max ,
there may still exist other

weighting functions that will result in an admissible controller. A non-conservative

robust controller should be designed using the necessary and sufficient weighting
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function pe (s). Unfortunately, the ECPR is defined after the robust controller has

been specified, instead of before the design of the controller. To work out this seem-

ingly contradictory situation, we now propose a tuning method to find the maximum

stability margin emax and an associated robust controller crc (s ).

Given a controller c(s), the following notation is used:

Pe(u ) =
Pc{w)

I

c(juj)\'
(
6 .6

)

Note that pe [u) is equivalent to the ECPR defined in (4.15) on page 60, but here

c(s) may contains some tuning parameters. Hence, different ECPR weights exist for

different controllers c(s). Now recall that from the sub-robust controller synthesis

algorithm given in the last section, the sub-maximal stabilizable uncertainty csub-max

was found. Choose a certain uncertainty level e
f > esub-max ,

a non-admissible con-

troller csuft(s) can be obtained using the dynamic MPR approach. Our design takes

csu(,(s) as a starting point. A simple but effective tuning approach is implemented

by cascading csub{s) with the following tuning controller ct (s )
that has two tuning

parameters k and z

ct (s) = k
s + z

s + p'
(6.7)

To reduce the computation complexity, the parameter p is taken as a constant chosen

arbitrarily in the range: 1 < p < 20. In the sequel we use p = 10.

Inserting Cj(s) into the loop, a new ECPR called the tuned ECPR is calculated

as

n (u) - PcO _ Pc(u)

' Ct(ju)csub (jw) ct{ju)csub(ju)
(0 g)

= \Pt(jw) - Po{jw)\

where Pt(ju) is a certain boundary point in the neighborhood of p*(s) (see Figure 4.8

(on page 59) where p*(s) is plotted). Note that now g(s) = ct (s)csub (s)p(s).
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Figure 6.2: The tuning process using a controller ct (s).

Hence, a new weighting function is obtained by tuning ct (s). For each pe,t{s)

resulting from varying the tuning parameters k and z, a new controller c(s) can be

designed using the synthesis tool. For each c(s), the Nyquist robust stability

margin kN of the closed-loop with p(s) and c(s) is calculated and checked. Whenever

/cjv < 1, it means that the uncertainty level et is stabilizable using the ECPR weight-

ing. Finally, the desired parameters k and z are those for which the corresponding

synthesized controller c(s) results in the minimum k^ of the closed-loop system.

The following lists the steps of the tuning process in searching for a robust

controller.

Algorithm for Robust Controller Synthesis

Step 1 Following the e-iteration algorithm, let csub(s )
be the controller synthesized

using the MPR approach at a certain value of e
t > e s„h_mai . Define ct (s) =

Step 2 Fix 2 at 10, and vary k within a suitable range around unity, then calculate

pe ,t{s) of the system g(s) — ct (s)cSUb(s)p(s) . Synthesize a controller to replace

Csub(s) using the H0

0

synthesis with pe ,t(s )- Assign csu6 (s) to c(s) in Figure 4.1,

and calculate k^. Let krc equal the value of k that corresponds to the minimal

value of k^ and go to Step 3.

Step 3 Fix k at krc ,
and vary factor z within the vicinity of 10, then calculate pe ,t (

s
)

of the system g(s) — ct (s)csub(s)p(s). Synthesize a controller to replace csub(s)

using the H

^

synthesis with pe ,t{s )- Assign csub(s) to c(s) in Figure 4.1, and
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calculate k^. Let zrc equal the value of z that corresponds to the minimal value

of kiy. If the minimal value of kn is less than unity, a robust controller crc (s )

is found with the tuning parameters krc and zrc ,
or the algorithm should be

restarted with a proper value e, satisfying esub-max < e < e t .

End of algorithm.

The above tuning procedure involves a step-by-step process, searching alterna-

tively over parameter k and then z. A global search over the parameters k and z is

certainly also possible, but is much more computationally demanding. Our prelim-

inary experience suggests that the simple heuristic algorithm proposed above works

quite well, as illustrated by the following example.

6.4 Example

Consider the interval plant given in [17] [28] [40].

with intervals

p(s,e)
5s + q i

s2 + q2 s + q3
(6,9)

qi £ [4 — e, 4 + e], q2 £ [2 — e, 2 + e], q3 £ [— 15 — e, — 15 + e]. (6.10)

The parameter space is characterized by a hyperbox A(e) whose edges vary

independently with a length 2e each. Note that to satisfy the assumption of the

family of systems p(s,e) in Section 4.2 (on page 48), eu = 7.5 (refer to [17] [40]).

Result 1: Design of a sub-robust controller

The simulation result of the true-or-false function /(e) in the sub-robust con-

troller synthesis process is shown in Figure 6.3. Similarly, The sub-maximum stability

margin can also be found by checking whether the Nyquist robust stability margin
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Figure 6.3: Sub-robust controller design example using a dynamic MPR weighting

approach. The dashed-line represents the true-or-false function /(e) vs. e; the solid

line represents the change of kn vs. e.

is less than unity or not, instead of checking the true-or-false function. Both

approaches show that:

Csub-max = 6.2499. (6.11)

Result 2: Design of a robust controller

At e > 6.2499, the interval system becomes unstabilizable by the MPR weighting.

However, we cannot assert that e sub-max is the upper bound of the robust stability

margin because the MPR weighting may incur conservatism. The controller synthe-

sized by the MPR weighting at e = 7 is
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(
6 . 12

)

where

nsub {s )
= 16981.5925s4 + 229086.4782s3 + 1106292.6284s3

+2118935.9323s + 959678.4155
(6.13)

dsub (s )
= s

5 + 3377.3566s4 - 732.4843s3 - 162599.2866s3

-565429.0321s - 296531.9683.

After the tuning process, k = 0.4, and z — 11.6 are found to result in a robust

controller called crc (s),

nrc (s) = 13487.7972s4 + 127457.5715s3 + 372751.7843s2

+374990.3134s + 58480.1182
(6.15)

drc {s) = s
5 + 581.2072s

4 - 29230.1744s3 - 131929.4094s2

-143703.8491s - 24276.0372

Note that it is straightforward to check that there is no unstable pole-zero can-

cellation between the unstable pole of crc (s) in (6.14) and the zeros of p(s) with

uncertainty level e up to eu .

With the controller crc (s) the system in Figure 4.1 with e = 7 has kn = 0.9593.

As shown in Figure 6.4, the stability margin of the system in Figure 4.1 with con-

troller crc (s) is found to be emax = 7.1796, which is very close to the upper bound of

the uncertainty level 7.5. Compared with the stability margin value of 4.0 obtained in

(6.14)

where
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Stability Margin of the System Cascaded with the Robust Controller

Figure 6.4: Stability analysis for the parametric uncertain system (6.9) cascaded with

the designed robust controller(6.14).

the last chapter, the robust controller synthesis strategy proposed here is much more

6.5 Simulation Reliability

The simulation reliability discussed in Section 5.5 in the last chapter is also ap-

plicable here because the same programs are used here except that dynamic weighting

functions instead of scalar values are used for this chapter.
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6.6 Conclusion

The main contribution of this chapter is to introduce necessary and sufficient

weighting functions and to use the H

^

method in designing a non-conservative robust

controller for systems with parametric uncertainties. A sub-robust controller synthesis

algorithm enhanced by a bisection algorithm is constructed. Then a tuning procedure

is established to find the maximum stabilizable uncertainty and to design a robust

controller to stabilize that level of uncertainties. The simulation results, using a

widely referred example in the literature, demonstrate that this chapter proposes a

very promising strategy in synthesizing robust controllers for systems with parametric

uncertainties.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Chapters 4-6 have discussed robust controller design using the critical direction

theory and the H0

0

synthesis knowledge. We are given a nominal unstable plant

p0 (s) and are asked to find a controller that can robustly stabilize the family of

uncertain plants p(s,e). We focus on internal stability of the closed-loop system

without discussing system performance. We try to point out some research directions

for future work in this promising area.

Before the discussion, we firstly point out that the parametric robust control

methodology needs some adjustment when dealing with a nominally closed-loop stable

interval plant. Otherwise the optimal controller is always zero according to the

synthesis criterion, namely,

cop (s) := arg min ||T2/12r (s)|| 0O = 0. (7.1)
stabilizing c(s)

To make sense in controller synthesis for a nominally closed-loop stable system,

one solution is to assign a certain function to fUi(s), i.e.
,
including the tradeoff be-

tween the weighted sensitivity function and the weighted control sensitivity function

while synthesizing a non-conservative controller for the whole plant. Recall that the

new definition of perturbation radius given in Chapter 2 involves robustness sensitiv-

ity. Therefore, one might try to bridge the sensitivity weighting function Wi(s) with

the perturbation radius, and then utilize both weighting functions for parametric

robust control.

More formally, the sensitivity function W\
(
s

)

may be introduced by referring to

the performance circles as defined in [64]. Performance circles are defined around

98
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the critical point -1 + j 0, and are utilized to analyze the nominal performance and

robustness performance. For example, the nominal performance is analyzed as fol-

lows for the input-disturbance rejection problem shown in Figure 7.1. The nominal

performance is defined as follows.

Figure 7.1: Augmented feedback loop with performance weights.

Definition 7.1 (page 45, [64]) Nominal performance of the feedback loop of Fig-

ure 7. 1 is achieved if and only if the weighted output remains bounded by unity, that

is, ||VF
!/
(s)?/(s)||2 < 1

, for all disturbances in the set {d 6 £2 , IMII 2 < 1}> and for all

other external inputs to the system equal to zero.

Then, the following theorem is given on page 46 of [64].

Theorem 7.1 (page 46, [64]) The feedback system of Figure 7.1 achieves nominal

performance, as defined in Definition 7.1, if and only if

||W
tf
(a)5(s)W'd (s)|| 00 < 1, (7-2)

where S(s) is the input sensitivity matrix.

Proof: Refer to [64] for the proof.

Accordingly, the optimal controller, in the sense of providing optimal disturbance

rejection, can be found by solving an optimal control problem, in this case of the

form
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where

min ||VF(s)S(s)||oo,
stabilizing c(s)

(7.3)

W(s) := W,(s)Wd (s).

Figure 7.2 interprets graphically the nominal performance condition by means

of a Nyquist plot. Recall that for a SISO system, S(s) = l/(l+Po{jw)c(ju))). Define

g0 (s) = p0 (s)c(s), then (7.2) is equivalent to

\W{jw)\<\l + g0 {jw)\, Vcu. (7.4)

Nominal performance is achieved if and only if the Nyquist plot of the nominal loop

g0 (ju) is outside of the disk \Wd (juj)\. More results on nominal performance for the

racking problem, nominal performance for the measurement noise attenuation, and

robustness performance are addressed in [64].

Figure 7.2: Nyquist plot for disturbance rejection.
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Notice that the perturbation weighting functions Wd(s) and Wy
(s) are primarily

defined for unstructured cases in [64]. One can apply the critical direction theory

and measure the nominal performance only along the critical direction for structured

cases.

In terms of robust stability, we have obtained an exact criterion in Chapter 4

(see page 61).

Theorem 7.2 Assume that the closed-loop system of Figures f.l is nominally stable;

systems p(s, e) and po(s) have the same number of open-loop unstable poles; and there

is no unstable pole zero cancellation between a controller c(s) and the family of systems

p(s,e). Then, the closed-loop system of Figures f.l is robustly stable if and only if

||pe (a;,e)i?(s)|| 00 < 1, (7.5)

where R(s) = 1+c ôWy
Finally robust performance is defined as:

Definition 7.2 (page 45, [64]) Robust performance of the feedback loop of Fig-

ure 7.3 is achieved if and only if the weighted output remains bounded by unity, that

is, ||Wy (s)y(s)||2 < 1
, for all disturbances in the set {d € l2 , MU < 1 }, for all other

external inputs to the system equal to zero, and for all uncertain plants of the family

P(s,e).

Accordingly, we have the following robust performance condition from Equa-

tions (7.2) and (7.5):

|||W,(»)S(»)Wi(»)| + Mw,e)H(»)HL < 1. (7.6)

We obtain two weighting functions and an augmented design criterion. In order

to use the Hoo design knowledge, some future work is needed in this direction.
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Figure 7.3: Augmented feedback loop with performance weights.
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